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   1            The following is a transcript of the
  


 2   Redistricting Public Hearing that occurred on October
  


 3   27, 2010, 7:00 p.m., at Virginia Western Community
  


 4   College, Natural Science Center, 3102 Colonial
  


 5   Avenue, S.W., Roanoke, Virginia 24015 before the
  


 6   Redistricting Subcommittee of the Senate of Virginia
  


 7   Committee on Privileges and Elections.
  


 8            It was agreed that Frank R. Austin, RMR,
  


 9   Notary Public in and for the Commonwealth of
  


10   Virginia, at Large, would take said public hearing in
  


11   machine shorthand and transcribe the same to
  


12   typewriting by means of computer-aided transcription.
  


13
  


14   SENATORS PRESENT:
  


15   JANET D. HOWELL, subcommittee chair
  


16   RALPH K. SMITH
  


17   MARY MARGARET WHIPPLE
  


18   DONALD A. MCEACHIN
  


19   CREIGH R. DEEDS
  


20   HARRY B. BLEVINS
  


21   STEPHEN H. MARTIN
  


22   JOHN S. EDWARDS
  


23
  


24
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 1                   SENATOR HOWELL:  Good evening,
  


 2            everyone, and thank you for coming out for
  


 3            the first of our public hearings on
  


 4            redistricting.  I am Janet Howell.  I'm the
  


 5            chairman of the Privileges and Elections
  


 6            Committee of the Senate and chairman of this
  


 7            special subcommittee that is dealing with
  


 8            redistricting.  I represent part of Northern
  


 9            Virginia up near Tysons Corner.  That's how
  


10            people mostly can identify it.  It's a real
  


11            pleasure to be down here with you.
  


12                   I'm going to ask the various members
  


13            of the committee to introduce themselves,
  


14            and we'll start here, if I may.
  


15                   SENATOR WHIPPLE:  I am Mary Margaret
  


16            Whipple.  I represent Senate District 31,
  


17            which is most of Arlington County, the City
  


18            of Falls Church and a small portion of
  


19            Eastern Fairfax County.
  


20                   SENATOR MCEACHIN:  I'm Donald
  


21            McEachin.  I represent the 9th Senate
  


22            District which is Eastern Richmond,
  


23            including the capital, East Henrico and all
  


24            of Charles City County.
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 1                   SENATOR DEEDS:  I am Creigh Deeds
  


 2            from Bath County.  I represent the 25th
  


 3            District, which is part of Buckingham, all
  


 4            of Nelson, most of -- most of Albemarle, all
  


 5            of Charlottesville, the City of Buena Vista,
  


 6            most of Rockbridge, all of Alleghany, City
  


 7            of Covington and Bath.
  


 8                   SENATOR BLEVINS:  I am Harry Blevins.
  


 9            I represent the 14th District, and that
  


10            comprises most of Chesapeake, the largest
  


11            part of Chesapeake, and a small part of
  


12            Virginia Beach.
  


13                   SENATOR HOWELL:  As you can tell, we
  


14            have come from all over the state to hear
  


15            what you would like us to do on
  


16            redistricting, but before we start, I see
  


17            two of my friends, former members of the
  


18            Senate, who are here, Granger MacFarland and
  


19            Brandon Bell.  Thank you both.  It's really
  


20            nice to see you again.
  


21                   MR. MACFARLAND:  Thank you.  Nice to
  


22            see you-all.
  


23                   SENATOR HOWELL:  I have a few
  


24            comments that I'd like to make to sort of
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 1            set the background for this evening, and
  


 2            then we will be asking for any comments,
  


 3            things you would like for us to know about
  


 4            what you would like us to do.
  


 5                   This is the first of four public
  


 6            meetings we are going to be having this year
  


 7            before the session starts.  We'll be having
  


 8            more after we get final data.  We are going
  


 9            all around the state to try and find out
  


10            what people would like us to be doing.
  


11                   The reason we are doing this is that
  


12            the Senate Privileges and Elections
  


13            Committee is charged with being the
  


14            committee that deals with redistricting.
  


15            The House, of course, also has a privileges
  


16            and elections committee, and they, I
  


17            believe, already had a meeting in this very
  


18            spot.
  


19                   The way that redistricting works is
  


20            that any member of the legislator can
  


21            introduce a bill that will have a
  


22            redistricting plan.  However, that bill must
  


23            go through the Privileges and Elections
  


24            Committee, and then it will be treated just
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 1            like any other bill.  It has to pass the
  


 2            Senate and the House and be signed by the
  


 3            Governor.  It could be amended.  It could be
  


 4            vetoed.  There are all the various
  


 5            possibilities that goes with any bill that
  


 6            comes before the legislator.
  


 7                   We think it's extremely important
  


 8            that we have public input.  We really need
  


 9            to know what you view as important
  


10            considerations for us, for example, what
  


11            communities of interest you would like to
  


12            have preserved in your region.  As we are
  


13            from all over the state, we might not know
  


14            that if you don't tell us.
  


15                   I'm sure you know what redistricting
  


16            is, but just to give a little background,
  


17            it's redrawing the boundaries of legislative
  


18            districts.  It's often incorrectly called
  


19            "reapportionment," and that's not what we
  


20            are talking about tonight.  We are talking
  


21            about the boundaries of legislative
  


22            districts.  It's done every ten years after
  


23            the national census, and it's designed to
  


24            reflect population shifts that have taken
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 1            place since the last census.  We are
  


 2            required by the U.S. Constitution to
  


 3            redistrict the U.S. Congressional Districts,
  


 4            and the Virginia Constitution requires us to
  


 5            do the Virginia Senate and House Districts.
  


 6            The General Assembly is responsible for both
  


 7            the Virginia Senate and House Districts and
  


 8            the U.S. House of Representative Districts.
  


 9            Localities, however, will be doing their own
  


10            redistricting.  We're not involved in that,
  


11            in that piece.
  


12                   The U.S. Supreme Court has held that
  


13            the Constitution requires "One Person, One
  


14            Vote."  Districts must be as equal and
  


15            practicable in population.  Districts with
  


16            slower growth or population loss must
  


17            expand.  Districts with faster growth must
  


18            shrink.  If not, population shifts would
  


19            dilute the vote of the persons in districts
  


20            with more people.
  


21                   Even though we do not have detailed
  


22            data from census yet, we do know that there
  


23            have been signature population shifts in
  


24            Virginia over the last decade.  Shifts in
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 1            any one district impact the other ones.
  


 2            It's inevitable.  My favorite or perhaps
  


 3            least favorite example of this is that ten
  


 4            years ago my district, the 32nd District,
  


 5            actually was within 330 votes of the perfect
  


 6            size, but because Northern Virginia had
  


 7            picked up additional population and seats,
  


 8            my district was shifted by 65,000 people.  I
  


 9            lost 65,000 people and I gained 65,000
  


10            people.  They were just different people.
  


11            And I think that's just illustrative of what
  


12            can be happening throughout, throughout the
  


13            state.
  


14                   As you know, last April 1st was the
  


15            census day when the population was
  


16            enumerated.  This coming December 31st we're
  


17            expecting to get official population counts
  


18            to the states from census, and then in
  


19            February or March, and not until then, we
  


20            will get the detailed population data we'll
  


21            use for redistricting and to draw the new
  


22            maps.
  


23                   Every state has to redistrict, but we
  


24            have to do it faster than anybody else.
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 1            Most states will actually have about a year
  


 2            and a half to redistrict.  Our time frame is
  


 3            very, very short, because all General
  


 4            Assembly members are running in 2011, and we
  


 5            must run in our new districts.  So -- and
  


 6            any redistricting plan that we enact must go
  


 7            through the Department of Justice for
  


 8            preclearance because we are a Chapter 5
  


 9            Voting Rights Act state.  The Department of
  


10            Justice has 60 days in which to decide if
  


11            our plan meets muster.  So primaries, which
  


12            usually would be held in June next year,
  


13            will be delayed.  We don't yet know until
  


14            when.  The Senate passed a bill last year
  


15            that would have put forward a specific date.
  


16            The House did not accept that and carried
  


17            over the bill.  So at this point we do not
  


18            know when primaries will be next year.  Ten
  


19            years ago they were held in August.  That
  


20            gives you some idea of what it might be.  It
  


21            could be September.  We don't know.
  


22                   We have to balance many legal
  


23            requirements.  We have to -- our
  


24            redistricting plans must comply with U.S.
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 1            and Virginia constitutions, state law and
  


 2            the Federal Voting Rights Act of 1965.  We
  


 3            have to comply with the "One Person, One
  


 4            Vote."  That's based on the U.S.
  


 5            Constitution.  The House of Representatives
  


 6            must have a very strict mathematical
  


 7            equality among the various districts.  One
  


 8            state had within 13 votes, and it was turned
  


 9            down.  So for the U.S. House of
  


10            Representatives, it has to be virtually
  


11            identically sized districts.  For General
  


12            Assembly districts, the courts have allowed
  


13            more variance than that.  But we have never
  


14            been given an exact number, so we don't know
  


15            what that is.
  


16                   Under the Virginia Constitution, our
  


17            districts have to be contiguous and compact,
  


18            and the Voting Rights Act prohibits
  


19            redistricting plans that would deny or
  


20            abridge the right to vote on account of
  


21            race, color or being in a language minority.
  


22                   We expect both the Senate and the
  


23            House P & E committees will adopt some
  


24            redistricting criteria relevant to that
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 1            particular body, but that has not happened
  


 2            yet.  I did want to mention that there's --
  


 3            I'm very aware a lot of interest in
  


 4            nonpartisan redistricting commissions.  The
  


 5            Senate passed bills for the last three
  


 6            years -- actually, they were Senator Deeds'
  


 7            bills -- on a bipartisan basis.
  


 8            Overwhelmingly, three years running, the
  


 9            Senate has passed those bills, and each time
  


10            they've been rejected by the House.  So
  


11            we're not going to be having nonpartisan
  


12            commissions.
  


13                   We also had hoped to have joint
  


14            hearings.  That's always been the way in the
  


15            past, but the House turned down our offer
  


16            for joint hearing, which is why I'm sorry
  


17            you have to be here two nights, but they
  


18            said no to us.
  


19                   There are handouts for you.  I hope
  


20            you have them.  I know I've thrown a lot of
  


21            information very quickly at you.  But there
  


22            is information for you to take home, and we
  


23            are really here to hear from you, and we are
  


24            eager to know what your advice to us is, and
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 1            I see three people have signed up so far.
  


 2            So that's great.  And I'll go in order.
  


 3            Actually, the first one is my husband, and
  


 4            he signed up by mistake.  So two people.  He
  


 5            might have advice for what Roanoke and
  


 6            Southwest should do, but if I were you, I
  


 7            wouldn't listen to it.
  


 8                   So the first one who signed up is
  


 9            Molly McClennan from the League of Women
  


10            Voters.  I think it says, "Southwest
  


11            Virginia."
  


12                   MS. MCCLENNAN:  "Of Virginia."
  


13                   SENATOR HOWELL:  "Of Virginia."
  


14                   MS. MCCLENNAN:  Where would you like
  


15            me to speak from, Madam Chairman?
  


16                   SENATOR HOWELL:  That's fine.
  


17                   MS. MCCLENNAN:  Right where I am?
  


18                   SENATOR HOWELL:  Everybody can hear
  


19            you.
  


20                   MS. MCCLENNAN:  Good evening, Madam
  


21            Chairman and members of the Senate
  


22            Privileges and Election Committee.  My name
  


23            is Molly McClennan.  I am a member of the
  


24            Board of the League of Women Voters of
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 1            Virginia.  Thank you for scheduling these
  


 2            hearings at various locations across the
  


 3            state early in the process.  We are great
  


 4            supporters of transparency in government.
  


 5            Thus, we hope they're being taped and
  


 6            broadcasted or at least posted on the web so
  


 7            those who cannot attend physically can still
  


 8            participate.
  


 9                   Hearing citizen input about fairness
  


10            of the redistricting process prior to the
  


11            lines being drawn we hope will encourage you
  


12            to consider what you hear before a final
  


13            plan is voted upon.
  


14                   As many of you know, our president,
  


15            Olga Hernandez, in the early mornings of
  


16            Richmond has met with many groups on the
  


17            need to make the process of redistricting
  


18            more equitable.  The lead belief is that the
  


19            voters should choose their representatives
  


20            and not the other way around.  Thus, the
  


21            practice of incumbent protection should be
  


22            done at the ballot box and not by drawing
  


23            boundaries so safe that it favors one party
  


24            over the other.
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 1                   Commitment to the rules of the state
  


 2            constitution of contiguous borders,
  


 3            compactness of districts and representation
  


 4            in proportion to the population needs to be
  


 5            adhered to.  Consideration of communities of
  


 6            interest needs to be carefully observed.
  


 7                   Make no mistake.  We are aware that
  


 8            both parties have been guilty of partisan
  


 9            protection in the past.  That is why we
  


10            think there is no -- there has to be a
  


11            better way to serve the citizens of the
  


12            commonwealth and get more effective
  


13            governments.
  


14                   The League of Women Voters has a long
  


15            history of fighting against attacks on the
  


16            basis -- on the basic constitutional right
  


17            to fair and equal representation guaranteed
  


18            to all citizens by the Constitution.  The
  


19            League has worked vigorously in the
  


20            Commonwealth and across the country to
  


21            secure representative redistricting plans in
  


22            their states.  We are seeking reforms that
  


23            assure that the redistricting process is
  


24            nonpartisan, equitable and open.
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 1                   We understand that the current
  


 2            sharing of political power in the General
  


 3            Assembly provides a best opportunity for
  


 4            enactment of redistricting reform that we
  


 5            have had in recent decades or may have in
  


 6            the future, but it troubles us to hear the
  


 7            rumors that a backroom agreement has been
  


 8            reached between chambers to accept each
  


 9            other's plans, thus protecting incumbents
  


10            and perpetuating more polarization of
  


11            government.
  


12                   The current system in Virginia only
  


13            encourages partisan gerrymandering which
  


14            creates seats so politically askew that the
  


15            opposition has little chance of ever
  


16            exceeding the incumbent.  It subverts the
  


17            democratic system because it allows
  


18            politicians to choose their voters rather
  


19            than vice versa.  It limits the vetting of
  


20            new people with new ideas and solutions to
  


21            public policy issues.  Partisan
  


22            gerrymandering has fairly reduced the number
  


23            of competitive seats in Virginia.
  


24                   In 2007 Virginia Senate races -- in
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 1            the 2007 Virginia Senate races, incumbents
  


 2            of 17 of the 40 races had no opposition, and
  


 3            only nine races were competitive.  In the
  


 4            100 House of Delegate races, 30 -- I'm
  


 5            sorry -- 57 incumbents had no opposition and
  


 6            only 12 of 100 races were competitive.
  


 7                   In 2009 legislative elections, 32 of
  


 8            the 100 members of the General Assembly
  


 9            faced no opposition and only 12 races were
  


10            considered competitive.
  


11                   Voters feel that their representative
  


12            of the imposing party has no reason to
  


13            listen to them as constituents.  The lack of
  


14            contested and competitive districts has
  


15            contributed to a decreasing voter turnout in
  


16            Virginia.  The voter turnout for state-wide
  


17            and House of Delegates elections in 1997 was
  


18            49 and a half percent.  In 2001 it was 46
  


19            percent.  In 2005 it was only 45 percent.
  


20            The turnout in the 2003 House of Delegates
  


21            election, when there was no state-wide
  


22            races, was 31 percent.  The 52.7 percent
  


23            turnout in the 2006 heavily contested U.S.
  


24            senatorial election was a marked contrast to
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 1            the 39th percent turnout in 2002 when an
  


 2            incumbent U.S. senator was contested by only
  


 3            two well-known candidates.
  


 4                   Voter turnout for the 2009 general
  


 5            election showed a similar trend.  In
  


 6            contrast to the 74.5 percent turnout for the
  


 7            2008 presidential election, the turnout for
  


 8            the 2009 Virginia legislative election was
  


 9            40.4 percent, which was an improvement on
  


10            the 30.2 percent turnout in the 2007
  


11            elections, the lowest rate reported by the
  


12            State Board of Elections, going back to
  


13            1976.
  


14                   One of the most significant effects
  


15            of partisan gerrymandering in Virginia, as
  


16            elsewhere in the country, is its
  


17            contribution to the increasing polarization
  


18            of legislative bodies.  As quoted in the
  


19            League of Women Voters Virginia study Does
  


20            Your Vote Really Count, "With little reason
  


21            to fear voters, representatives increasingly
  


22            cater to party insiders and donors rather
  


23            than to the political center.  Bipartisan
  


24            compromise around modern policies takes a
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 1            back seat to party loyalty, resulting in
  


 2            historic levels of polarization."
  


 3                   This is certainly true of the
  


 4            Virginia General Assembly of recent years.
  


 5            The gerrymandering districts established in
  


 6            the 2001 redistricting have resulted in the
  


 7            election of candidates who are unwilling to
  


 8            compromise on legislation, the budget
  


 9            transportation issues and funding.  We are
  


10            encouraged that you are listening early
  


11            before you get the revealing consensus
  


12            numbers.  We ask that you work with the
  


13            House in good faith and in transparent ways
  


14            as you work through the process.  Input
  


15            should and can be taken by the Web, should
  


16            be posted so that the public can see the
  


17            process.  More hearings should be scheduled
  


18            once the legislation is drafted and maps are
  


19            proposed.
  


20                   Virginia is the cradle of democracy
  


21            in the United States.  Let's again be a
  


22            beacon of good government and show the
  


23            nation that by having a better system we can
  


24            and will have better government for and by
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 1            the people when they truly have a voice.
  


 2                   SENATOR HOWELL:  In the beginning you
  


 3            mentioned that you would like it on the Web.
  


 4            I meant to say that we have Mr. Austin here,
  


 5            who's a court reporter, and everything
  


 6            that's said will be going up on the Web.
  


 7            Thank you.
  


 8                   We have two more members who have
  


 9            joined us, Senator Steve Martin and Senator
  


10            Ralph Smith, and I would just like to ask
  


11            them to describe their districts, or
  


12            geographically their districts.
  


13                   SENATOR MARTIN:  I could do the lines
  


14            for you if you want.
  


15                   I represent the 11th Senate District,
  


16            which is most of the County of Chesterfield
  


17            and all the City of Colonial Heights.  I
  


18            previously chaired the Privileges and
  


19            Elections Committee back a few years ago.  I
  


20            have been through a couple of redistrictings
  


21            already, one in the House and then one in
  


22            the Senate.  This will be my third.
  


23                   SENATOR SMITH:  Well, thank you.  I
  


24            am a member of the Privileges and Elections
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 1            Committee, but I'm not a member of this
  


 2            subcommittee.  Thank you for giving me a
  


 3            sign and a seat up front anyway.  So I am
  


 4            here to welcome all of you to my part of the
  


 5            commonwealth.  It's so good to have you.  I
  


 6            thank you for choosing to have your kickoff
  


 7            meeting here.  I represent Roanoke County,
  


 8            Montgomery County, the City of Salem, the
  


 9            City of Radford and Botetourt County.  I
  


10            thank all of you for coming out.
  


11                   SENATOR HOWELL:  Thank you.  The next
  


12            person who signed up is Charles Jordan.  He
  


13            just walked out.
  


14                   Is there anyone else who would like
  


15            to make comments?  Yes, sir.  Well, we'll
  


16            give him a few minutes.  I think they're
  


17            trying to find Mr. -- you don't see him?
  


18            Okay.  Is there anyone else?
  


19                   MS. CREASY:  Yes.  It seems to me --
  


20                   SENATOR HOWELL:  I'm sorry.  If you
  


21            would give your name.
  


22                   MS. CREASY:  Barbara Creasy.  I think
  


23            the reason I'm here is I was bothered ten
  


24            years ago.  It doesn't make rational sense.
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 1            I like what the lady from the league said.
  


 2            That's what we want.  We want something
  


 3            rational.  What -- I guess that's what I'm
  


 4            saying, is we really need the nonpartisan
  


 5            idea, please.
  


 6                   SENATOR HOWELL:  Thank you.  Anyone
  


 7            else?
  


 8                   SENATOR MARTIN:  May I ask a question
  


 9            because I came in a little late.  Did
  


10            you-all go over, for informational purpose,
  


11            let them know the requirements with regards
  


12            to redistricting and all that sort of thing?
  


13                   SENATOR HOWELL:  Yes, we did.  Yeah,
  


14            we did.
  


15                   MS. CREASY:  Do you anticipate
  


16            problems?  Is this going to be difficult to
  


17            get through?
  


18                   SENATOR HOWELL:  You know, I am very
  


19            concerned about our tight time frame.  That
  


20            bothers me a lot, because we get the data
  


21            that we need -- census says we will be the
  


22            first state to get the data, but it might be
  


23            February.  It could be early March.  We have
  


24            to get the districts -- the -- the
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 1            legislation passed in time to go to the
  


 2            Department of Justice, which has, they said
  


 3            now, 60 days, and then we have to have
  


 4            running districts so people have time to,
  


 5            you know, to become candidates to run and so
  


 6            on.  So this time frame bothers me.
  


 7                   SENATOR MARTIN:  And this -- push it
  


 8            back, and for the voters, they might, in
  


 9            fact, appreciate the fact that they have
  


10            shorter campaigns.  You shouldn't expect the
  


11            filing deadlines until mid August.  Then the
  


12            nomination is not until September, which
  


13            crunches up the, at best, maybe a general
  


14            election, like no more than seven weeks at
  


15            the most.  And so that part of it, you know,
  


16            the public will appreciate.  But getting it
  


17            through the Justice Department, got some
  


18            problems, have them react to it, what
  


19            happens then?  These are --
  


20                   MS. CREASY:  Are you going to use
  


21            computer models at all?
  


22                   SENATOR HOWELL:  Oh, yes.
  


23                   SENATOR MARTIN:  Been doing that for
  


24            the last 20 years.
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 1                   SENATOR HOWELL:  They have become
  


 2            very sophisticated.  The Division of
  


 3            Legislative Services is purchasing some of
  


 4            these programs for us.  They are being -- we
  


 5            have some of them here.  They're being
  


 6            trained on how to do it.  In addition, we
  


 7            are expecting a lot of participation, and
  


 8            I'm certainly encouraging it from the --
  


 9            from the public with sending your own plans
  


10            into us for us to look at.
  


11                   My theory is, the more plans we have
  


12            to look at, the better job we are going to
  


13            be able to do, because each of them will
  


14            have perhaps something that nobody else
  


15            thought of, but -- and there is a professor
  


16            at George Mason University -- his name, I
  


17            think, is Mike McDonald -- who is putting
  


18            out a free program that anybody can use, and
  


19            then it can -- you can forward to us then
  


20            whatever your plan is for us to consider.
  


21            So I think it's going to be the most open
  


22            process ever, just because technology is
  


23            going to make it much more transparent and
  


24            easy for people to participate.  My concern
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 1            as chairman is just how we get the job done
  


 2            in time.
  


 3                   SENATOR MARTIN:  Madam Chairman, if I
  


 4            might comment, when you submit your
  


 5            suggestions to us, I mean, it's really easy
  


 6            to set, draw lines in your area as to what
  


 7            you'd like for them to be, like as if it can
  


 8            be done in a vacuum, but it's got to be done
  


 9            in relationship to the districts around us.
  


10            And when we get to West Virginia, we can't
  


11            go any further.  That's going to be it.  So
  


12            things almost have to really start in the
  


13            corner and work in to really get it to work,
  


14            and where we are when we get in the middle
  


15            is where we are when we get in the middle.
  


16            Then you have -- you do some adjusting,
  


17            sizing around.
  


18                   But beyond the constitutional
  


19            requirements of contiguity compactness and
  


20            communities of interest, with compactness, I
  


21            don't know that we have done -- well,
  


22            anyway, both parties, you can stretch that.
  


23            But we also have the issue of concerns
  


24            for -- for the Justice Department that's
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 1            going to certainly weigh in on that and give
  


 2            us guidance with regard to minority
  


 3            interests and that sort of thing.  So the
  


 4            question is how far, to what extent do you
  


 5            go to create a black influence district or a
  


 6            black, you know, majority district.  And we
  


 7            have had cases in the past on that.
  


 8                   I was looking yesterday, as a matter
  


 9            of fact, Madam Chairman, at the 3rd
  


10            Congressional District, and that not only
  


11            crosses bodies of water.  It actually stops
  


12            on a body of water and skips land and uses
  


13            the river bottom to go up the river some
  


14            miles before it picks back up.  And so
  


15            it's -- it, you know, how far do you go, and
  


16            that's already going through -- and that's
  


17            not being done as an attack.
  


18                   SENATOR MCEACHIN:  Well, I'm just
  


19            going to make a comment.  To single out the
  


20            3rd Congressional District --
  


21                   SENATOR MARTIN:  I wasn't trying to
  


22            do that.
  


23                   SENATOR MCEACHIN:  I'm going to still
  


24            make my comment.  To single out the 3rd
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 1            Congressional District is a bit unfair
  


 2            because there are a number of districts that
  


 3            leapfrog over, over boundaries.
  


 4                   I was once -- I used to represent the
  


 5            74th House District, and during the last
  


 6            redistricting, they actually gave me a piece
  


 7            of Prince George County that was populated
  


 8            by no -- by rabbits and squirrels and no
  


 9            one.  So there are plenty of examples that
  


10            one can use, and there are lots of ways we
  


11            can do it better.
  


12                   SENATOR MARTIN:  And I did not mean
  


13            -- Madam Chairman, the only reason I grabbed
  


14            that was because I happened to be looking at
  


15            that one yesterday and I said, "Boy."  But
  


16            yes, absolutely.  That's the reason I said
  


17            both parties, we have just stretched some
  


18            things just out there in order to try to
  


19            adhere to what the Justice Department tells
  


20            us we need to do.  So all of those things
  


21            have got to be taken into account when we do
  


22            it.
  


23                   So back to the original part of my
  


24            comment, when you give us some
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 1            recommendations specific for any particular
  


 2            area, then we -- it's not going to be able
  


 3            to be done in a vacuum is my point.  It's
  


 4            got to be done with all those other things
  


 5            and considerations.
  


 6                   SENATOR HOWELL:  Well, let's see.
  


 7            Mr. Jordan, are you back?  Mr. Jordan, did
  


 8            you want to make some comments?  Thank you.
  


 9                   MR. JORDAN:  Yes.  Let's see.  I just
  


10            found out about this hearing recently, so I
  


11            hadn't had a chance to finalize my comments,
  


12            and I hope to be able to submit them later
  


13            in the entirety.
  


14                   SENATOR HOWELL:  Absolutely.
  


15                   MR. JORDAN:  What I'd like to say,
  


16            first of all, I would recommend that
  


17            the committees follow some of the guidelines
  


18            and the standards that have been established
  


19            over the years by -- by various good
  


20            government groups and by the courts and so
  


21            on, first of all, the respective
  


22            communities, communities of interest,
  


23            whether ethic, environmental, demographic or
  


24            economic, keep planning districts together
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 1            to the extent practical and reasonable, keep
  


 2            districts contiguous for pedestrians,
  


 3            vehicular traffic and mass transit, run
  


 4            electoral district boundaries along county
  


 5            lines, respect counties and cities and
  


 6            boroughs and magisterial districts and
  


 7            neighborhoods to the extent possible, and
  


 8            where they have to be divided, give some
  


 9            preference to natural boundaries such as
  


10            rivers, mountain ridges, railroads,
  


11            highways, parkland and forest.
  


12                   Let's see.  Please avoid dividing
  


13            neighbors, including South Roanoke and
  


14            Lindenwood.  And please count -- to the
  


15            extent possible, count institutional
  


16            populations in people's home communities
  


17            where they, their families and their
  


18            neighbors vote.  Keep districts compact
  


19            rather than elongated or contorted.  Provide
  


20            each district a number and a name, based on
  


21            -- a name based on the character,
  


22            community's landmarks contained in the
  


23            district.
  


24                   Please avoid pitfalls that tend to
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 1            thwart democracy.  That would be preserving
  


 2            current districts so they would put us
  


 3            against population shifts, as they have had
  


 4            their day and must gave way to new districts
  


 5            that are now deserving.  You know, do not
  


 6            protect incumbent legislatives with eroding
  


 7            bases of support as their artificial tenure
  


 8            will only delay the passage of innovative
  


 9            legislation that we need in a changing
  


10            world.
  


11                   Please do not treat this as a
  


12            partisan game, because that's not what
  


13            matters to us as voters.  We have put our
  


14            interest in people, not parties, and we mix
  


15            them on our local governments and, you know,
  


16            they don't align along the traditional party
  


17            lines.
  


18                   Please keep the process open, invite,
  


19            facilitate and consider public input
  


20            throughout the process, invite public
  


21            comment on maps submitted by the public,
  


22            provide full public report, and if it
  


23            becomes clear that preference voting is off
  


24            in one of the districts, or that changes in
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 1            the local government boundaries or the state
  


 2            line would result in better representation,
  


 3            please report those facts, because although
  


 4            some -- there is some interests that may not
  


 5            want to see the information, the public
  


 6            deserves to know about any opportunity to
  


 7            improve government.
  


 8                   When you encounter problems, ask for
  


 9            help.  I'll gladly provide assistance, and
  


10            I'm sure there are many other experienced
  


11            volunteers who can be lined up across the
  


12            state.
  


13                   I suggest you verify information
  


14            because with the -- with the best available
  


15            sources.  For example, this book,
  


16            Redistricting Law 2010, by the National
  


17            Conference of State Legislators, says on
  


18            page 84 that Fairfax City has bailed out of
  


19            Section 4 of the Voting Rights Act, but on
  


20            page 97 it says Fairfax County has bailed
  


21            out.  So I can't tell whether it's the city
  


22            or the county.  And there is no source or
  


23            date provided in the document to document
  


24            these actions, and it is difficult to tell
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 1            which of either of locality is still subject
  


 2            to federal preclearance.
  


 3                   So I thank you for this opportunity,
  


 4            and I hope to submit my comments in a better
  


 5            arrangement at a future time.  Thank you.
  


 6                   SENATOR HOWELL:  Thank you very much,
  


 7            and we are eager to receive them.  We are
  


 8            eager to receive your expanded comments.
  


 9                   MR. JORDAN:  Thank you.
  


10                   SENATOR HOWELL:  Do it by Internet if
  


11            you would like.  Okay.
  


12                   Sir, are you ready?
  


13                   MR. COOPER:  Yes.
  


14                   SENATOR HOWELL:  If you would
  


15            identify yourself.
  


16                   MR. COOPER:  My name is Carl Cooper,
  


17            Roanoke City.  I would like to begin by
  


18            saying hello to Senator Smith, former mayor
  


19            of Roanoke City.  It's good to see you, sir.
  


20                   I too also only recently sort of was
  


21            noticed of this meeting, and I will be
  


22            revising and expanding my comments and
  


23            submitting them, too.
  


24                   I guess I would like to begin by
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 1            saying one of the main things I would like
  


 2            to see happen in this process is that the
  


 3            process is fair, but also -- but the main
  


 4            thing is some bipartisanship.
  


 5                   Sometimes for some light reading I'll
  


 6            go back and go over the Federalist Papers
  


 7            and see some of the back and forth that
  


 8            happened during the time when they were
  


 9            writing those documents and some of the
  


10            major issues that they had to confront, not
  


11            unlike what we have to confront today, and
  


12            I'm always struck by the civility and the
  


13            tone that was taken between people that
  


14            vehemently disagreed with each other on
  


15            policy positions.  It was phenomenal, the
  


16            courteousness and the ability that they had
  


17            to get along and to carry out public
  


18            business in a way that engendered confidence
  


19            from the public in that process, and then
  


20            the public hearing it out.
  


21                   So I would ask if -- if you guys
  


22            could find a way to have some
  


23            bipartisanship.  I know that behind closed
  


24            doors you are probably like great pals and,
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 1            you know, everything is fun, and by the time
  


 2            it gets to the press, there's a war going
  


 3            on.  But it's having an effect throughout
  


 4            the commonwealth, need I say throughout the
  


 5            country, and I would just say to each of
  


 6            you, because you are all fine, distinguished
  


 7            people who took an oath to protect and to
  


 8            serve and do the best for the commonwealth
  


 9            and for the country, and I would ask each of
  


10            you during those heated moments, when you
  


11            are really getting down to the nuts and
  


12            bolts of putting this together, to try to
  


13            keep that in mind.
  


14                   I will go on to say that the process
  


15            really does need to be rational.  I mean,
  


16            over the last three, four, three, four times
  


17            of this redistricting process, I mean, it's
  


18            almost like a winner-take-all, and the party
  


19            in power is the bully, and they get to do
  


20            pretty much what they want, draw it the way
  


21            they want, and it's like, "Oh, well, too
  


22            bad, minority party.  We are going to do it
  


23            the way that we want to."
  


24                   Well, I for one, and most citizens,
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 1            don't want it that way.  I mean, because as
  


 2            a society, as a state, as a country, we
  


 3            don't operate that way.  That's not how we
  


 4            operate.  When we have to do things out in
  


 5            the community, we rely on each other no
  


 6            matter what the situation is, and we expect
  


 7            the same thing from the legislator, for
  


 8            you-all to rely on each other, and so enough
  


 9            there.
  


10                   So I would also ask that you guys do
  


11            as much as you can to limit the -- limit
  


12            outside influences on the process.  I
  


13            believe that we know that, okay, Virginia is
  


14            going first.  We know that the presidential
  


15            elections are coming up.  We know that
  


16            Virginia gets looked at in a number of ways
  


17            for a number of reasons that has national
  


18            implications.  And I would just ask each of
  


19            you and ask your colleagues also to try to,
  


20            you know, keep those outside influences on
  


21            our process, on our commonwealth process,
  


22            and the things that are best for our
  


23            commonwealth, keep them at bay, okay, and
  


24            have everyone thinking about what is best
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 1            for the commonwealth.
  


 2                   And when we talk about what's best,
  


 3            one of the things that I would definitely
  


 4            want to see and ask you to ensure that
  


 5            communities of interest and the senator --
  


 6            Senator Maxwell?
  


 7                   SENATOR MARTIN:  Martin.
  


 8                   MR. COOPER:  Senator Martin brought
  


 9            up as an example black population and what
  


10            have you, and I would totally agree.  I
  


11            mean, that's something that needs to be
  


12            looked at, protected.  There's also some
  


13            mention about the bailouts, certain
  


14            localities that opted out of not the whole
  


15            Civil Rights Act, but that section on -- of
  


16            poling movements.  So I would ask that we
  


17            keep in mind -- that we keep in mind the --
  


18            the unique historical challenges of
  


19            populations of color in this commonwealth.
  


20                   For instance, in Roanoke City, which
  


21            has been characterized in the major press as
  


22            the most segregated city in the South,
  


23            roughly 80 percent, 85 percent, some would
  


24            even say 90 percent, of the population of
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 1            color lives in one quadrant of the city.  So
  


 2            if during this process somehow that was
  


 3            gerrymandered in a certain way, okay, that
  


 4            would be voting strength.  So I would ask
  


 5            the committee to be aware of those types of
  


 6            situations and ensure that the -- the voting
  


 7            strength -- and a lot of the voting strength
  


 8            has built up over decades, okay -- that
  


 9            voting strength be preserved, because even
  


10            where there is voting strength, especially
  


11            with populations of color and what have you,
  


12            it is -- the -- it does not approach the
  


13            majority voting strength, and so that needs
  


14            to be kept in mind also.
  


15                   The -- I agree that open access -- I
  


16            applaud the -- the legislator and this
  


17            committee for having these meetings.  I
  


18            think in ten years -- who knows what will
  


19            happen by then, but more advertising, a
  


20            little earlier and more places, and in more
  


21            places, the more -- more minority press, to
  


22            reach more people.
  


23                   Also, as this process goes forward,
  


24            making sure that our Latino brothers and
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 1            sisters and their populations also know
  


 2            about this process.  And therein also is
  


 3            a community that needs to be looked at
  


 4            and -- and kept in mind, because they have
  


 5            significant challenges, somewhat like the
  


 6            African American challenges, but they have
  


 7            some uniquely different ones that impact on
  


 8            redistricting and revision.  In my revision
  


 9            and extension of remarks I'll get more into
  


10            that.
  


11                   So with that, that's all I have.  And
  


12            I just thank you for listening, and I
  


13            appreciate you guys being here.
  


14                   SENATOR HOWELL:  Thank you.  Those
  


15            were very helpful comments.
  


16                   MR. COOPER:  Thank you.
  


17                   SENATOR HOWELL:  Our colleague,
  


18            Senator John Edwards, has arrived.
  


19                   Thank you for coming.  I'm surprised
  


20            you are here.  I heard you had your own
  


21            meeting tonight on trains.
  


22                   SENATOR EDWARDS:  I did.  I didn't
  


23            have this -- you know, we overlapped.  I had
  


24            a town meeting on rail passenger
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 1            transportation in Western Virginia, the
  


 2            Department of Rail and Transportation.  We
  


 3            had a very good meeting, had a huge crowd.
  


 4            I apologize for being late.  I was going to
  


 5            say this is so far from where I live.
  


 6                   UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Did you walk?
  


 7                   SENATOR EDWARDS:  I live about a half
  


 8            a mile from here.
  


 9                   SENATOR SMITH:  Madam Chair, if I may
  


10            comment.  All the people that should have
  


11            been here were over at John's.  It was a
  


12            tremendous crowd, a lot of energy to bring
  


13            passenger rail home from Lynchburg on to
  


14            Roanoke.  It ties into Amtrak.  But you did
  


15            a good, good job with that.
  


16                   And I must say the House had its
  


17            kickoff hearing right here in this same
  


18            room.  There were not nearly as many
  


19            members, committee members from the House.
  


20            So that's -- that's a feather in this
  


21            senate's cap.  You have -- you have a lot
  


22            more people here.  Unfortunately, we don't
  


23            have a larger crowd out here to greet you,
  


24            but thanks for showing up.
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 1                   SENATOR HOWELL:  Thank you.  We are
  


 2            doing everything we can think of.  And thank
  


 3            you for your, Mr. Cooper, for your
  


 4            additional comments on other groups to
  


 5            reach.  We know at least 60,000 e-mails have
  


 6            gone out about these meetings, at least
  


 7            60,000, and we keep trying to add on the
  


 8            list.  Now, that's state-wide.  I mean, it
  


 9            wasn't 60,000 people here, but at least
  


10            60,000 people who've sent e-mails about our
  


11            hearings.  We've notified the press.  It's
  


12            up on the General Assembly's website, and if
  


13            you have any other suggestions, especially
  


14            if they're free or nearly free, let us know.
  


15                   Does anyone else have comments?  Yes.
  


16                   MR. MACFARLAND:  Madam chairman, one
  


17            thing that might help the committee would be
  


18            if the staff would supply it with Judge
  


19            Richard C. Pattisall's brief that he wrote,
  


20            now about nine, eight or nine years ago,
  


21            that covers primarily contiguousness and
  


22            compactness.  It's very well written.  It
  


23            won't take you long to read, and frankly,
  


24            it's a good primmer.
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 1                   He had the case, that you may recall,
  


 2            that occurred down in Eastern Virginia, and
  


 3            I think it would be helpful to you as you
  


 4            approach that one component of the overall
  


 5            job.  That was all I had to say.
  


 6                   SENATOR HOWELL:  Great.  Thank you.
  


 7            Thank you.  Okay.  Anyone else?  Do you have
  


 8            anything?
  


 9                   MR. BELL:  I guess everybody here,
  


10            those that are here are all concerned about
  


11            losing representation.  It's in the back of
  


12            all of our minds.  But do you have anything
  


13            preliminarily about numbers as far as
  


14            districts -- one that hasn't been mentioned
  


15            to the press, are we expected to -- to add
  


16            or -- to either add a congressional seat or
  


17            lose a congressional seat?  Is either of
  


18            that -- are the numbers shifting state-wide
  


19            now?
  


20                   SENATOR HOWELL:  Let me refer you to
  


21            Mr. Cotter from the Legislative Services if
  


22            you don't mind.
  


23                   MR. COTTER:  In terms of the U.S.
  


24            Congress, based on what has been said so
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 1            far, which is not final, so it could change,
  


 2            but we are supposed -- Virginia is expected
  


 3            to stay at 11 seats.  And in terms of
  


 4            General Assembly districts, there are some
  


 5            data for 2009 estimates that are actually up
  


 6            on the redistricting website, if you look at
  


 7            the Drawing the Line, the first for Drawing
  


 8            the Line which is up on the Virginia
  


 9            redistricting website, it has some
  


10            preliminary numbers about where the
  


11            districts currently are and how -- how in
  


12            deviation they are with the population
  


13            numbers.
  


14                   MR. BELL:  Just an average size, do
  


15            you know an average size, Senate and the
  


16            House, what they need to increase by?
  


17                   MR. COTTER:  I can you tell you the
  


18            average size, what -- that -- based on
  


19            preliminary numbers, what they're -- what
  


20            the ideal is, what equality is.  I can give
  


21            you that.  But again, this is based on
  


22            estimated 2009.  So these numbers will end
  


23            up changing for Senate districts if the
  


24            ideal population is 197,277.  For
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 1            congressional districts, its ideal
  


 2            population is 717,370, and for House of
  


 3            Delegates district, the ideal district is
  


 4            78,911, and that's 2009 estimates.  So when
  


 5            we actually get the real numbers, that's
  


 6            going to change somewhat, but that's what we
  


 7            have right now.
  


 8                   MR. BELL:  So roughly 20th Senate
  


 9            District and eight -- eight -- I'm just
  


10            doing the math in my head, how much bigger
  


11            they are.  I guess the idea of how many
  


12            seats, kind of calculate how many seats in
  


13            the western part are considered likely to
  


14            shift to the glorious parts of Northern
  


15            Virginia.  That goes through a lot of
  


16            people's heads, what's going to happen as we
  


17            go long-term in the western part of the
  


18            state in concerns of representation.  I
  


19            mean, Senator Deeds has a lot of thought.
  


20                   SENATOR DEEDS:  If you look at what's
  


21            on the web, we are down a little bit in
  


22            Southwest Virginia.  From basically my area
  


23            west, we are down about half a district.  In
  


24            South Hampton Roads they are down a little
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 1            bit more than a half a district.  And Mark
  


 2            Herring and Chuck Colgan up in Prince
  


 3            William County, Loudoun County, are really
  


 4            represent -- they represent almost, between
  


 5            the two of them, they represent almost four
  


 6            districts.  The population is three and a
  


 7            half, four people.  So there's going --
  


 8            we're going to have to find a way to get a
  


 9            district up there, a new district up there.
  


10            We are just going to have to -- the
  


11            districts are going to get larger all over
  


12            the state.
  


13                   SENATOR MARTIN:  May I ask a question
  


14            to make sure you are -- the territory you
  


15            are talking about, from basically your area,
  


16            when you say west, you mean south to the --
  


17                   SENATOR DEEDS:  I mean from 29 west
  


18            to the -- to Southwest Virginia.
  


19                   SENATOR MARTIN:  And all the way --
  


20            and south to -- that leaves you about a
  


21            half --
  


22                   SENATOR DEEDS:  I think -- as you
  


23            look at the preliminary numbers from 2009 --
  


24            this is all speculation because it's based
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 1            on the 2009 numbers -- we are about half a
  


 2            district short from 29 west, and they are a
  


 3            little bit more than half a district short
  


 4            than South Hampton Roads.  The districts are
  


 5            going to have to get larger to accommodate
  


 6            population growth in Northern Virginia.
  


 7            That's just a fact of life.
  


 8                   Now, does that mean -- you know what,
  


 9            it doesn't look like we should lose any more
  


10            than South Hampton Roads should lose, but
  


11            the numbers, we won't get preliminary
  


12            numbers from the Census Bureau until the 1st
  


13            of February.  So anyone that is fooling with
  


14            maps right now is just fooling.
  


15                   SENATOR HOWELL:  Thank you for saying
  


16            that, because I'm concerned.  I hear, you
  


17            know, rumors that some people think that we
  


18            have already set the districts.  We don't
  


19            even have the basic numbers yet.  We have
  


20            not set any districts.  What you see in the
  


21            Drawing the Line, and it's on the -- on the
  


22            Web, is the best that we have got, and we
  


23            know it's inaccurate.
  


24                   MR. MACFARLAND:  My five-year-old
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 1            daughter with crayons would be able to
  


 2            volunteer for the job.
  


 3                   SENATOR HOWELL:  She may have the
  


 4            best plan.
  


 5                   Anyone else?  Yes, sir.
  


 6                   MR. WEBB:  There's -- there has been
  


 7            the talk about depopulation --
  


 8                   SENATOR HOWELL:  I'm sorry.  Could
  


 9            you identify yourself?
  


10                   MR. WEBB:  My name is Andrew Webb.  I
  


11            actually work here at this school.  That's
  


12            how I found out about this.  I got off work
  


13            at 7:00.
  


14                   But there's been talk about, in
  


15            certain corners, about what's going to
  


16            happen to the 9th District as far as its
  


17            need to incorporate new areas due to a
  


18            certain amount of population retraction in
  


19            that area.  Of course that's a very -- with
  


20            it being a very unique district, unique
  


21            culture -- need to put it bluntly.  There --
  


22            there is concern that as Northern Virginia
  


23            grows less and less, area that's
  


24            depopulating like that, will get less and
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 1            less representation.
  


 2                   What can be done or is being done to
  


 3            preserve the uniqueness of the district like
  


 4            that, and at the same time I would like to
  


 5            say that whatever gets done is done in the
  


 6            best interest of that district, and not
  


 7            based on the insistences of presumptive
  


 8            congressional candidates who continue to
  


 9            insist Salem won't be in the 9th, but --
  


10                   SENATOR HOWELL:  The courts are very,
  


11            very clear.  The districts have to be the
  


12            same size.
  


13                   SENATOR MARTIN:  Population.
  


14                   SENATOR HOWELL:  Excuse me.  The
  


15            population must be the same.  They are not
  


16            permitting variance at the congressional
  


17            level.  It's conceivable that you could --
  


18            if you tried -- if you are not exactly, and
  


19            I mean to the person, the same size, you are
  


20            going to be in court.  You may end up in
  


21            court anyway, but the courts have been very
  


22            clear that it is only in very unusual
  


23            circumstances would they allow a few or
  


24            maybe even a few hundred people in a
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 1            variation between congressional districts.
  


 2            They have said that over and over in court.
  


 3                   So whatever the numbers turn out,
  


 4            that is going to drive how much larger the
  


 5            9th District will be.  Now, you know, the
  


 6            converse of that is people often in the --
  


 7            in the areas with rapidly growing
  


 8            populations are underrepresented.  So that's
  


 9            why the courts are stepping in and will step
  


10            in.
  


11                   SENATOR DEEDS:  And, Madam Chair,
  


12            read Baker against Carr, 1964 Supreme Court
  


13            case, that's the foundation of all of this.
  


14            If the 2009 census figures or preliminary
  


15            figures are accurate, the 9th District will
  


16            grow.  It's just a question of where it
  


17            grows.
  


18                   SENATOR HOWELL:  This is much more
  


19            informal than I expected.  Thank you all
  


20            very much for discussing with us.  Did
  


21            anyone else have any comments?
  


22                   SENATOR EDWARDS:  Thank you for
  


23            coming to Roanoke.  Appreciate it.
  


24                   SENATOR HOWELL:  It's a lovely place
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 1            to come.  Thank you all very much for
  


 2            spending the evening with us.
  


 3
  


 4   (8:00 p.m.)
  


 5
  


 6
  


 7
  


 8
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   1                   C E R T I F I C A T E
  


 2    COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
  


 3    COUNTY OF ROANOKE
  


 4            I, Frank R. Austin, Notary Public in and for
  


 5   the Commonwealth of Virginia, at Large, do hereby
  


 6   certify that the foregoing proceeding was by me
  


 7   reduced to machine shorthand, afterwards transcribed
  


 8   by me by means of computer, and that to the best of
  


 9   my ability the foregoing is a true and correct
  


10   transcript of the proceedings.
  


11            I further certify that this proceeding was
  


12   taken at the time and place specified in the
  


13   foregoing caption.
  


14            I further certify that I am not a relative,
  


15   counsel or attorney for any party, or otherwise
  


16   interested in the outcome of this action.
  


17            IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my
  


18   hand at Roanoke, Virginia on the 22nd day of
  


19   November, 2010.
  


20
  


21
   _________________________________


22                                       FRANK R. AUSTIN
                                       NOTARY PUBLIC


23
     My Commission expires December 31, 2010.


24
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 1             The following is a transcript of the


 2    Redistricting Public Hearing that occurred on October


 3    27, 2010, 7:00 p.m., at Virginia Western Community


 4    College, Natural Science Center, 3102 Colonial


 5    Avenue, S.W., Roanoke, Virginia 24015 before the


 6    Redistricting Subcommittee of the Senate of Virginia


 7    Committee on Privileges and Elections.


 8             It was agreed that Frank R. Austin, RMR,


 9    Notary Public in and for the Commonwealth of


10    Virginia, at Large, would take said public hearing in


11    machine shorthand and transcribe the same to


12    typewriting by means of computer-aided transcription.
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 1                    SENATOR HOWELL:  Good evening,


 2             everyone, and thank you for coming out for


 3             the first of our public hearings on


 4             redistricting.  I am Janet Howell.  I'm the


 5             chairman of the Privileges and Elections


 6             Committee of the Senate and chairman of this


 7             special subcommittee that is dealing with


 8             redistricting.  I represent part of Northern


 9             Virginia up near Tysons Corner.  That's how


10             people mostly can identify it.  It's a real


11             pleasure to be down here with you.


12                    I'm going to ask the various members


13             of the committee to introduce themselves,


14             and we'll start here, if I may.


15                    SENATOR WHIPPLE:  I am Mary Margaret


16             Whipple.  I represent Senate District 31,


17             which is most of Arlington County, the City


18             of Falls Church and a small portion of


19             Eastern Fairfax County.


20                    SENATOR MCEACHIN:  I'm Donald


21             McEachin.  I represent the 9th Senate


22             District which is Eastern Richmond,


23             including the capital, East Henrico and all


24             of Charles City County.
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 1                    SENATOR DEEDS:  I am Creigh Deeds


 2             from Bath County.  I represent the 25th


 3             District, which is part of Buckingham, all


 4             of Nelson, most of -- most of Albemarle, all


 5             of Charlottesville, the City of Buena Vista,


 6             most of Rockbridge, all of Alleghany, City


 7             of Covington and Bath.


 8                    SENATOR BLEVINS:  I am Harry Blevins.


 9             I represent the 14th District, and that


10             comprises most of Chesapeake, the largest


11             part of Chesapeake, and a small part of


12             Virginia Beach.


13                    SENATOR HOWELL:  As you can tell, we


14             have come from all over the state to hear


15             what you would like us to do on


16             redistricting, but before we start, I see


17             two of my friends, former members of the


18             Senate, who are here, Granger MacFarland and


19             Brandon Bell.  Thank you both.  It's really


20             nice to see you again.


21                    MR. MACFARLAND:  Thank you.  Nice to


22             see you-all.


23                    SENATOR HOWELL:  I have a few


24             comments that I'd like to make to sort of
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 1             set the background for this evening, and


 2             then we will be asking for any comments,


 3             things you would like for us to know about


 4             what you would like us to do.


 5                    This is the first of four public


 6             meetings we are going to be having this year


 7             before the session starts.  We'll be having


 8             more after we get final data.  We are going


 9             all around the state to try and find out


10             what people would like us to be doing.


11                    The reason we are doing this is that


12             the Senate Privileges and Elections


13             Committee is charged with being the


14             committee that deals with redistricting.


15             The House, of course, also has a privileges


16             and elections committee, and they, I


17             believe, already had a meeting in this very


18             spot.


19                    The way that redistricting works is


20             that any member of the legislator can


21             introduce a bill that will have a


22             redistricting plan.  However, that bill must


23             go through the Privileges and Elections


24             Committee, and then it will be treated just
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 1             like any other bill.  It has to pass the


 2             Senate and the House and be signed by the


 3             Governor.  It could be amended.  It could be


 4             vetoed.  There are all the various


 5             possibilities that goes with any bill that


 6             comes before the legislator.


 7                    We think it's extremely important


 8             that we have public input.  We really need


 9             to know what you view as important


10             considerations for us, for example, what


11             communities of interest you would like to


12             have preserved in your region.  As we are


13             from all over the state, we might not know


14             that if you don't tell us.


15                    I'm sure you know what redistricting


16             is, but just to give a little background,


17             it's redrawing the boundaries of legislative


18             districts.  It's often incorrectly called


19             "reapportionment," and that's not what we


20             are talking about tonight.  We are talking


21             about the boundaries of legislative


22             districts.  It's done every ten years after


23             the national census, and it's designed to


24             reflect population shifts that have taken
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 1             place since the last census.  We are


 2             required by the U.S. Constitution to


 3             redistrict the U.S. Congressional Districts,


 4             and the Virginia Constitution requires us to


 5             do the Virginia Senate and House Districts.


 6             The General Assembly is responsible for both


 7             the Virginia Senate and House Districts and


 8             the U.S. House of Representative Districts.


 9             Localities, however, will be doing their own


10             redistricting.  We're not involved in that,


11             in that piece.


12                    The U.S. Supreme Court has held that


13             the Constitution requires "One Person, One


14             Vote."  Districts must be as equal and


15             practicable in population.  Districts with


16             slower growth or population loss must


17             expand.  Districts with faster growth must


18             shrink.  If not, population shifts would


19             dilute the vote of the persons in districts


20             with more people.


21                    Even though we do not have detailed


22             data from census yet, we do know that there


23             have been signature population shifts in


24             Virginia over the last decade.  Shifts in
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 1             any one district impact the other ones.


 2             It's inevitable.  My favorite or perhaps


 3             least favorite example of this is that ten


 4             years ago my district, the 32nd District,


 5             actually was within 330 votes of the perfect


 6             size, but because Northern Virginia had


 7             picked up additional population and seats,


 8             my district was shifted by 65,000 people.  I


 9             lost 65,000 people and I gained 65,000


10             people.  They were just different people.


11             And I think that's just illustrative of what


12             can be happening throughout, throughout the


13             state.


14                    As you know, last April 1st was the


15             census day when the population was


16             enumerated.  This coming December 31st we're


17             expecting to get official population counts


18             to the states from census, and then in


19             February or March, and not until then, we


20             will get the detailed population data we'll


21             use for redistricting and to draw the new


22             maps.


23                    Every state has to redistrict, but we


24             have to do it faster than anybody else.
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 1             Most states will actually have about a year


 2             and a half to redistrict.  Our time frame is


 3             very, very short, because all General


 4             Assembly members are running in 2011, and we


 5             must run in our new districts.  So -- and


 6             any redistricting plan that we enact must go


 7             through the Department of Justice for


 8             preclearance because we are a Chapter 5


 9             Voting Rights Act state.  The Department of


10             Justice has 60 days in which to decide if


11             our plan meets muster.  So primaries, which


12             usually would be held in June next year,


13             will be delayed.  We don't yet know until


14             when.  The Senate passed a bill last year


15             that would have put forward a specific date.


16             The House did not accept that and carried


17             over the bill.  So at this point we do not


18             know when primaries will be next year.  Ten


19             years ago they were held in August.  That


20             gives you some idea of what it might be.  It


21             could be September.  We don't know.


22                    We have to balance many legal


23             requirements.  We have to -- our


24             redistricting plans must comply with U.S.
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 1             and Virginia constitutions, state law and


 2             the Federal Voting Rights Act of 1965.  We


 3             have to comply with the "One Person, One


 4             Vote."  That's based on the U.S.


 5             Constitution.  The House of Representatives


 6             must have a very strict mathematical


 7             equality among the various districts.  One


 8             state had within 13 votes, and it was turned


 9             down.  So for the U.S. House of


10             Representatives, it has to be virtually


11             identically sized districts.  For General


12             Assembly districts, the courts have allowed


13             more variance than that.  But we have never


14             been given an exact number, so we don't know


15             what that is.


16                    Under the Virginia Constitution, our


17             districts have to be contiguous and compact,


18             and the Voting Rights Act prohibits


19             redistricting plans that would deny or


20             abridge the right to vote on account of


21             race, color or being in a language minority.


22                    We expect both the Senate and the


23             House P & E committees will adopt some


24             redistricting criteria relevant to that
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 1             particular body, but that has not happened


 2             yet.  I did want to mention that there's --


 3             I'm very aware a lot of interest in


 4             nonpartisan redistricting commissions.  The


 5             Senate passed bills for the last three


 6             years -- actually, they were Senator Deeds'


 7             bills -- on a bipartisan basis.


 8             Overwhelmingly, three years running, the


 9             Senate has passed those bills, and each time


10             they've been rejected by the House.  So


11             we're not going to be having nonpartisan


12             commissions.


13                    We also had hoped to have joint


14             hearings.  That's always been the way in the


15             past, but the House turned down our offer


16             for joint hearing, which is why I'm sorry


17             you have to be here two nights, but they


18             said no to us.


19                    There are handouts for you.  I hope


20             you have them.  I know I've thrown a lot of


21             information very quickly at you.  But there


22             is information for you to take home, and we


23             are really here to hear from you, and we are


24             eager to know what your advice to us is, and
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 1             I see three people have signed up so far.


 2             So that's great.  And I'll go in order.


 3             Actually, the first one is my husband, and


 4             he signed up by mistake.  So two people.  He


 5             might have advice for what Roanoke and


 6             Southwest should do, but if I were you, I


 7             wouldn't listen to it.


 8                    So the first one who signed up is


 9             Molly McClennan from the League of Women


10             Voters.  I think it says, "Southwest


11             Virginia."


12                    MS. MCCLENNAN:  "Of Virginia."


13                    SENATOR HOWELL:  "Of Virginia."


14                    MS. MCCLENNAN:  Where would you like


15             me to speak from, Madam Chairman?


16                    SENATOR HOWELL:  That's fine.


17                    MS. MCCLENNAN:  Right where I am?


18                    SENATOR HOWELL:  Everybody can hear


19             you.


20                    MS. MCCLENNAN:  Good evening, Madam


21             Chairman and members of the Senate


22             Privileges and Election Committee.  My name


23             is Molly McClennan.  I am a member of the


24             Board of the League of Women Voters of
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 1             Virginia.  Thank you for scheduling these


 2             hearings at various locations across the


 3             state early in the process.  We are great


 4             supporters of transparency in government.


 5             Thus, we hope they're being taped and


 6             broadcasted or at least posted on the web so


 7             those who cannot attend physically can still


 8             participate.


 9                    Hearing citizen input about fairness


10             of the redistricting process prior to the


11             lines being drawn we hope will encourage you


12             to consider what you hear before a final


13             plan is voted upon.


14                    As many of you know, our president,


15             Olga Hernandez, in the early mornings of


16             Richmond has met with many groups on the


17             need to make the process of redistricting


18             more equitable.  The lead belief is that the


19             voters should choose their representatives


20             and not the other way around.  Thus, the


21             practice of incumbent protection should be


22             done at the ballot box and not by drawing


23             boundaries so safe that it favors one party


24             over the other.
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 1                    Commitment to the rules of the state


 2             constitution of contiguous borders,


 3             compactness of districts and representation


 4             in proportion to the population needs to be


 5             adhered to.  Consideration of communities of


 6             interest needs to be carefully observed.


 7                    Make no mistake.  We are aware that


 8             both parties have been guilty of partisan


 9             protection in the past.  That is why we


10             think there is no -- there has to be a


11             better way to serve the citizens of the


12             commonwealth and get more effective


13             governments.


14                    The League of Women Voters has a long


15             history of fighting against attacks on the


16             basis -- on the basic constitutional right


17             to fair and equal representation guaranteed


18             to all citizens by the Constitution.  The


19             League has worked vigorously in the


20             Commonwealth and across the country to


21             secure representative redistricting plans in


22             their states.  We are seeking reforms that


23             assure that the redistricting process is


24             nonpartisan, equitable and open.
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 1                    We understand that the current


 2             sharing of political power in the General


 3             Assembly provides a best opportunity for


 4             enactment of redistricting reform that we


 5             have had in recent decades or may have in


 6             the future, but it troubles us to hear the


 7             rumors that a backroom agreement has been


 8             reached between chambers to accept each


 9             other's plans, thus protecting incumbents


10             and perpetuating more polarization of


11             government.


12                    The current system in Virginia only


13             encourages partisan gerrymandering which


14             creates seats so politically askew that the


15             opposition has little chance of ever


16             exceeding the incumbent.  It subverts the


17             democratic system because it allows


18             politicians to choose their voters rather


19             than vice versa.  It limits the vetting of


20             new people with new ideas and solutions to


21             public policy issues.  Partisan


22             gerrymandering has fairly reduced the number


23             of competitive seats in Virginia.


24                    In 2007 Virginia Senate races -- in
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 1             the 2007 Virginia Senate races, incumbents


 2             of 17 of the 40 races had no opposition, and


 3             only nine races were competitive.  In the


 4             100 House of Delegate races, 30 -- I'm


 5             sorry -- 57 incumbents had no opposition and


 6             only 12 of 100 races were competitive.


 7                    In 2009 legislative elections, 32 of


 8             the 100 members of the General Assembly


 9             faced no opposition and only 12 races were


10             considered competitive.


11                    Voters feel that their representative


12             of the imposing party has no reason to


13             listen to them as constituents.  The lack of


14             contested and competitive districts has


15             contributed to a decreasing voter turnout in


16             Virginia.  The voter turnout for state-wide


17             and House of Delegates elections in 1997 was


18             49 and a half percent.  In 2001 it was 46


19             percent.  In 2005 it was only 45 percent.


20             The turnout in the 2003 House of Delegates


21             election, when there was no state-wide


22             races, was 31 percent.  The 52.7 percent


23             turnout in the 2006 heavily contested U.S.


24             senatorial election was a marked contrast to
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 1             the 39th percent turnout in 2002 when an


 2             incumbent U.S. senator was contested by only


 3             two well-known candidates.


 4                    Voter turnout for the 2009 general


 5             election showed a similar trend.  In


 6             contrast to the 74.5 percent turnout for the


 7             2008 presidential election, the turnout for


 8             the 2009 Virginia legislative election was


 9             40.4 percent, which was an improvement on


10             the 30.2 percent turnout in the 2007


11             elections, the lowest rate reported by the


12             State Board of Elections, going back to


13             1976.


14                    One of the most significant effects


15             of partisan gerrymandering in Virginia, as


16             elsewhere in the country, is its


17             contribution to the increasing polarization


18             of legislative bodies.  As quoted in the


19             League of Women Voters Virginia study Does


20             Your Vote Really Count, "With little reason


21             to fear voters, representatives increasingly


22             cater to party insiders and donors rather


23             than to the political center.  Bipartisan


24             compromise around modern policies takes a
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 1             back seat to party loyalty, resulting in


 2             historic levels of polarization."


 3                    This is certainly true of the


 4             Virginia General Assembly of recent years.


 5             The gerrymandering districts established in


 6             the 2001 redistricting have resulted in the


 7             election of candidates who are unwilling to


 8             compromise on legislation, the budget


 9             transportation issues and funding.  We are


10             encouraged that you are listening early


11             before you get the revealing consensus


12             numbers.  We ask that you work with the


13             House in good faith and in transparent ways


14             as you work through the process.  Input


15             should and can be taken by the Web, should


16             be posted so that the public can see the


17             process.  More hearings should be scheduled


18             once the legislation is drafted and maps are


19             proposed.


20                    Virginia is the cradle of democracy


21             in the United States.  Let's again be a


22             beacon of good government and show the


23             nation that by having a better system we can


24             and will have better government for and by
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 1             the people when they truly have a voice.


 2                    SENATOR HOWELL:  In the beginning you


 3             mentioned that you would like it on the Web.


 4             I meant to say that we have Mr. Austin here,


 5             who's a court reporter, and everything


 6             that's said will be going up on the Web.


 7             Thank you.


 8                    We have two more members who have


 9             joined us, Senator Steve Martin and Senator


10             Ralph Smith, and I would just like to ask


11             them to describe their districts, or


12             geographically their districts.


13                    SENATOR MARTIN:  I could do the lines


14             for you if you want.


15                    I represent the 11th Senate District,


16             which is most of the County of Chesterfield


17             and all the City of Colonial Heights.  I


18             previously chaired the Privileges and


19             Elections Committee back a few years ago.  I


20             have been through a couple of redistrictings


21             already, one in the House and then one in


22             the Senate.  This will be my third.


23                    SENATOR SMITH:  Well, thank you.  I


24             am a member of the Privileges and Elections
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 1             Committee, but I'm not a member of this


 2             subcommittee.  Thank you for giving me a


 3             sign and a seat up front anyway.  So I am


 4             here to welcome all of you to my part of the


 5             commonwealth.  It's so good to have you.  I


 6             thank you for choosing to have your kickoff


 7             meeting here.  I represent Roanoke County,


 8             Montgomery County, the City of Salem, the


 9             City of Radford and Botetourt County.  I


10             thank all of you for coming out.


11                    SENATOR HOWELL:  Thank you.  The next


12             person who signed up is Charles Jordan.  He


13             just walked out.


14                    Is there anyone else who would like


15             to make comments?  Yes, sir.  Well, we'll


16             give him a few minutes.  I think they're


17             trying to find Mr. -- you don't see him?


18             Okay.  Is there anyone else?


19                    MS. CREASY:  Yes.  It seems to me --


20                    SENATOR HOWELL:  I'm sorry.  If you


21             would give your name.


22                    MS. CREASY:  Barbara Creasy.  I think


23             the reason I'm here is I was bothered ten


24             years ago.  It doesn't make rational sense.
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 1             I like what the lady from the league said.


 2             That's what we want.  We want something


 3             rational.  What -- I guess that's what I'm


 4             saying, is we really need the nonpartisan


 5             idea, please.


 6                    SENATOR HOWELL:  Thank you.  Anyone


 7             else?


 8                    SENATOR MARTIN:  May I ask a question


 9             because I came in a little late.  Did


10             you-all go over, for informational purpose,


11             let them know the requirements with regards


12             to redistricting and all that sort of thing?


13                    SENATOR HOWELL:  Yes, we did.  Yeah,


14             we did.


15                    MS. CREASY:  Do you anticipate


16             problems?  Is this going to be difficult to


17             get through?


18                    SENATOR HOWELL:  You know, I am very


19             concerned about our tight time frame.  That


20             bothers me a lot, because we get the data


21             that we need -- census says we will be the


22             first state to get the data, but it might be


23             February.  It could be early March.  We have


24             to get the districts -- the -- the
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 1             legislation passed in time to go to the


 2             Department of Justice, which has, they said


 3             now, 60 days, and then we have to have


 4             running districts so people have time to,


 5             you know, to become candidates to run and so


 6             on.  So this time frame bothers me.


 7                    SENATOR MARTIN:  And this -- push it


 8             back, and for the voters, they might, in


 9             fact, appreciate the fact that they have


10             shorter campaigns.  You shouldn't expect the


11             filing deadlines until mid August.  Then the


12             nomination is not until September, which


13             crunches up the, at best, maybe a general


14             election, like no more than seven weeks at


15             the most.  And so that part of it, you know,


16             the public will appreciate.  But getting it


17             through the Justice Department, got some


18             problems, have them react to it, what


19             happens then?  These are --


20                    MS. CREASY:  Are you going to use


21             computer models at all?


22                    SENATOR HOWELL:  Oh, yes.


23                    SENATOR MARTIN:  Been doing that for


24             the last 20 years.
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 1                    SENATOR HOWELL:  They have become


 2             very sophisticated.  The Division of


 3             Legislative Services is purchasing some of


 4             these programs for us.  They are being -- we


 5             have some of them here.  They're being


 6             trained on how to do it.  In addition, we


 7             are expecting a lot of participation, and


 8             I'm certainly encouraging it from the --


 9             from the public with sending your own plans


10             into us for us to look at.


11                    My theory is, the more plans we have


12             to look at, the better job we are going to


13             be able to do, because each of them will


14             have perhaps something that nobody else


15             thought of, but -- and there is a professor


16             at George Mason University -- his name, I


17             think, is Mike McDonald -- who is putting


18             out a free program that anybody can use, and


19             then it can -- you can forward to us then


20             whatever your plan is for us to consider.


21             So I think it's going to be the most open


22             process ever, just because technology is


23             going to make it much more transparent and


24             easy for people to participate.  My concern
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 1             as chairman is just how we get the job done


 2             in time.


 3                    SENATOR MARTIN:  Madam Chairman, if I


 4             might comment, when you submit your


 5             suggestions to us, I mean, it's really easy


 6             to set, draw lines in your area as to what


 7             you'd like for them to be, like as if it can


 8             be done in a vacuum, but it's got to be done


 9             in relationship to the districts around us.


10             And when we get to West Virginia, we can't


11             go any further.  That's going to be it.  So


12             things almost have to really start in the


13             corner and work in to really get it to work,


14             and where we are when we get in the middle


15             is where we are when we get in the middle.


16             Then you have -- you do some adjusting,


17             sizing around.


18                    But beyond the constitutional


19             requirements of contiguity compactness and


20             communities of interest, with compactness, I


21             don't know that we have done -- well,


22             anyway, both parties, you can stretch that.


23             But we also have the issue of concerns


24             for -- for the Justice Department that's
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 1             going to certainly weigh in on that and give


 2             us guidance with regard to minority


 3             interests and that sort of thing.  So the


 4             question is how far, to what extent do you


 5             go to create a black influence district or a


 6             black, you know, majority district.  And we


 7             have had cases in the past on that.


 8                    I was looking yesterday, as a matter


 9             of fact, Madam Chairman, at the 3rd


10             Congressional District, and that not only


11             crosses bodies of water.  It actually stops


12             on a body of water and skips land and uses


13             the river bottom to go up the river some


14             miles before it picks back up.  And so


15             it's -- it, you know, how far do you go, and


16             that's already going through -- and that's


17             not being done as an attack.


18                    SENATOR MCEACHIN:  Well, I'm just


19             going to make a comment.  To single out the


20             3rd Congressional District --


21                    SENATOR MARTIN:  I wasn't trying to


22             do that.


23                    SENATOR MCEACHIN:  I'm going to still


24             make my comment.  To single out the 3rd
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 1             Congressional District is a bit unfair


 2             because there are a number of districts that


 3             leapfrog over, over boundaries.


 4                    I was once -- I used to represent the


 5             74th House District, and during the last


 6             redistricting, they actually gave me a piece


 7             of Prince George County that was populated


 8             by no -- by rabbits and squirrels and no


 9             one.  So there are plenty of examples that


10             one can use, and there are lots of ways we


11             can do it better.


12                    SENATOR MARTIN:  And I did not mean


13             -- Madam Chairman, the only reason I grabbed


14             that was because I happened to be looking at


15             that one yesterday and I said, "Boy."  But


16             yes, absolutely.  That's the reason I said


17             both parties, we have just stretched some


18             things just out there in order to try to


19             adhere to what the Justice Department tells


20             us we need to do.  So all of those things


21             have got to be taken into account when we do


22             it.


23                    So back to the original part of my


24             comment, when you give us some
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 1             recommendations specific for any particular


 2             area, then we -- it's not going to be able


 3             to be done in a vacuum is my point.  It's


 4             got to be done with all those other things


 5             and considerations.


 6                    SENATOR HOWELL:  Well, let's see.


 7             Mr. Jordan, are you back?  Mr. Jordan, did


 8             you want to make some comments?  Thank you.


 9                    MR. JORDAN:  Yes.  Let's see.  I just


10             found out about this hearing recently, so I


11             hadn't had a chance to finalize my comments,


12             and I hope to be able to submit them later


13             in the entirety.


14                    SENATOR HOWELL:  Absolutely.


15                    MR. JORDAN:  What I'd like to say,


16             first of all, I would recommend that


17             the committees follow some of the guidelines


18             and the standards that have been established


19             over the years by -- by various good


20             government groups and by the courts and so


21             on, first of all, the respective


22             communities, communities of interest,


23             whether ethic, environmental, demographic or


24             economic, keep planning districts together
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 1             to the extent practical and reasonable, keep


 2             districts contiguous for pedestrians,


 3             vehicular traffic and mass transit, run


 4             electoral district boundaries along county


 5             lines, respect counties and cities and


 6             boroughs and magisterial districts and


 7             neighborhoods to the extent possible, and


 8             where they have to be divided, give some


 9             preference to natural boundaries such as


10             rivers, mountain ridges, railroads,


11             highways, parkland and forest.


12                    Let's see.  Please avoid dividing


13             neighbors, including South Roanoke and


14             Lindenwood.  And please count -- to the


15             extent possible, count institutional


16             populations in people's home communities


17             where they, their families and their


18             neighbors vote.  Keep districts compact


19             rather than elongated or contorted.  Provide


20             each district a number and a name, based on


21             -- a name based on the character,


22             community's landmarks contained in the


23             district.


24                    Please avoid pitfalls that tend to
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 1             thwart democracy.  That would be preserving


 2             current districts so they would put us


 3             against population shifts, as they have had


 4             their day and must gave way to new districts


 5             that are now deserving.  You know, do not


 6             protect incumbent legislatives with eroding


 7             bases of support as their artificial tenure


 8             will only delay the passage of innovative


 9             legislation that we need in a changing


10             world.


11                    Please do not treat this as a


12             partisan game, because that's not what


13             matters to us as voters.  We have put our


14             interest in people, not parties, and we mix


15             them on our local governments and, you know,


16             they don't align along the traditional party


17             lines.


18                    Please keep the process open, invite,


19             facilitate and consider public input


20             throughout the process, invite public


21             comment on maps submitted by the public,


22             provide full public report, and if it


23             becomes clear that preference voting is off


24             in one of the districts, or that changes in
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 1             the local government boundaries or the state


 2             line would result in better representation,


 3             please report those facts, because although


 4             some -- there is some interests that may not


 5             want to see the information, the public


 6             deserves to know about any opportunity to


 7             improve government.


 8                    When you encounter problems, ask for


 9             help.  I'll gladly provide assistance, and


10             I'm sure there are many other experienced


11             volunteers who can be lined up across the


12             state.


13                    I suggest you verify information


14             because with the -- with the best available


15             sources.  For example, this book,


16             Redistricting Law 2010, by the National


17             Conference of State Legislators, says on


18             page 84 that Fairfax City has bailed out of


19             Section 4 of the Voting Rights Act, but on


20             page 97 it says Fairfax County has bailed


21             out.  So I can't tell whether it's the city


22             or the county.  And there is no source or


23             date provided in the document to document


24             these actions, and it is difficult to tell
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 1             which of either of locality is still subject


 2             to federal preclearance.


 3                    So I thank you for this opportunity,


 4             and I hope to submit my comments in a better


 5             arrangement at a future time.  Thank you.


 6                    SENATOR HOWELL:  Thank you very much,


 7             and we are eager to receive them.  We are


 8             eager to receive your expanded comments.


 9                    MR. JORDAN:  Thank you.


10                    SENATOR HOWELL:  Do it by Internet if


11             you would like.  Okay.


12                    Sir, are you ready?


13                    MR. COOPER:  Yes.


14                    SENATOR HOWELL:  If you would


15             identify yourself.


16                    MR. COOPER:  My name is Carl Cooper,


17             Roanoke City.  I would like to begin by


18             saying hello to Senator Smith, former mayor


19             of Roanoke City.  It's good to see you, sir.


20                    I too also only recently sort of was


21             noticed of this meeting, and I will be


22             revising and expanding my comments and


23             submitting them, too.


24                    I guess I would like to begin by
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 1             saying one of the main things I would like


 2             to see happen in this process is that the


 3             process is fair, but also -- but the main


 4             thing is some bipartisanship.


 5                    Sometimes for some light reading I'll


 6             go back and go over the Federalist Papers


 7             and see some of the back and forth that


 8             happened during the time when they were


 9             writing those documents and some of the


10             major issues that they had to confront, not


11             unlike what we have to confront today, and


12             I'm always struck by the civility and the


13             tone that was taken between people that


14             vehemently disagreed with each other on


15             policy positions.  It was phenomenal, the


16             courteousness and the ability that they had


17             to get along and to carry out public


18             business in a way that engendered confidence


19             from the public in that process, and then


20             the public hearing it out.


21                    So I would ask if -- if you guys


22             could find a way to have some


23             bipartisanship.  I know that behind closed


24             doors you are probably like great pals and,
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 1             you know, everything is fun, and by the time


 2             it gets to the press, there's a war going


 3             on.  But it's having an effect throughout


 4             the commonwealth, need I say throughout the


 5             country, and I would just say to each of


 6             you, because you are all fine, distinguished


 7             people who took an oath to protect and to


 8             serve and do the best for the commonwealth


 9             and for the country, and I would ask each of


10             you during those heated moments, when you


11             are really getting down to the nuts and


12             bolts of putting this together, to try to


13             keep that in mind.


14                    I will go on to say that the process


15             really does need to be rational.  I mean,


16             over the last three, four, three, four times


17             of this redistricting process, I mean, it's


18             almost like a winner-take-all, and the party


19             in power is the bully, and they get to do


20             pretty much what they want, draw it the way


21             they want, and it's like, "Oh, well, too


22             bad, minority party.  We are going to do it


23             the way that we want to."


24                    Well, I for one, and most citizens,
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 1             don't want it that way.  I mean, because as


 2             a society, as a state, as a country, we


 3             don't operate that way.  That's not how we


 4             operate.  When we have to do things out in


 5             the community, we rely on each other no


 6             matter what the situation is, and we expect


 7             the same thing from the legislator, for


 8             you-all to rely on each other, and so enough


 9             there.


10                    So I would also ask that you guys do


11             as much as you can to limit the -- limit


12             outside influences on the process.  I


13             believe that we know that, okay, Virginia is


14             going first.  We know that the presidential


15             elections are coming up.  We know that


16             Virginia gets looked at in a number of ways


17             for a number of reasons that has national


18             implications.  And I would just ask each of


19             you and ask your colleagues also to try to,


20             you know, keep those outside influences on


21             our process, on our commonwealth process,


22             and the things that are best for our


23             commonwealth, keep them at bay, okay, and


24             have everyone thinking about what is best
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 1             for the commonwealth.


 2                    And when we talk about what's best,


 3             one of the things that I would definitely


 4             want to see and ask you to ensure that


 5             communities of interest and the senator --


 6             Senator Maxwell?


 7                    SENATOR MARTIN:  Martin.


 8                    MR. COOPER:  Senator Martin brought


 9             up as an example black population and what


10             have you, and I would totally agree.  I


11             mean, that's something that needs to be


12             looked at, protected.  There's also some


13             mention about the bailouts, certain


14             localities that opted out of not the whole


15             Civil Rights Act, but that section on -- of


16             poling movements.  So I would ask that we


17             keep in mind -- that we keep in mind the --


18             the unique historical challenges of


19             populations of color in this commonwealth.


20                    For instance, in Roanoke City, which


21             has been characterized in the major press as


22             the most segregated city in the South,


23             roughly 80 percent, 85 percent, some would


24             even say 90 percent, of the population of
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 1             color lives in one quadrant of the city.  So


 2             if during this process somehow that was


 3             gerrymandered in a certain way, okay, that


 4             would be voting strength.  So I would ask


 5             the committee to be aware of those types of


 6             situations and ensure that the -- the voting


 7             strength -- and a lot of the voting strength


 8             has built up over decades, okay -- that


 9             voting strength be preserved, because even


10             where there is voting strength, especially


11             with populations of color and what have you,


12             it is -- the -- it does not approach the


13             majority voting strength, and so that needs


14             to be kept in mind also.


15                    The -- I agree that open access -- I


16             applaud the -- the legislator and this


17             committee for having these meetings.  I


18             think in ten years -- who knows what will


19             happen by then, but more advertising, a


20             little earlier and more places, and in more


21             places, the more -- more minority press, to


22             reach more people.


23                    Also, as this process goes forward,


24             making sure that our Latino brothers and
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 1             sisters and their populations also know


 2             about this process.  And therein also is


 3             a community that needs to be looked at


 4             and -- and kept in mind, because they have


 5             significant challenges, somewhat like the


 6             African American challenges, but they have


 7             some uniquely different ones that impact on


 8             redistricting and revision.  In my revision


 9             and extension of remarks I'll get more into


10             that.


11                    So with that, that's all I have.  And


12             I just thank you for listening, and I


13             appreciate you guys being here.


14                    SENATOR HOWELL:  Thank you.  Those


15             were very helpful comments.


16                    MR. COOPER:  Thank you.


17                    SENATOR HOWELL:  Our colleague,


18             Senator John Edwards, has arrived.


19                    Thank you for coming.  I'm surprised


20             you are here.  I heard you had your own


21             meeting tonight on trains.


22                    SENATOR EDWARDS:  I did.  I didn't


23             have this -- you know, we overlapped.  I had


24             a town meeting on rail passenger
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 1             transportation in Western Virginia, the


 2             Department of Rail and Transportation.  We


 3             had a very good meeting, had a huge crowd.


 4             I apologize for being late.  I was going to


 5             say this is so far from where I live.


 6                    UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:  Did you walk?


 7                    SENATOR EDWARDS:  I live about a half


 8             a mile from here.


 9                    SENATOR SMITH:  Madam Chair, if I may


10             comment.  All the people that should have


11             been here were over at John's.  It was a


12             tremendous crowd, a lot of energy to bring


13             passenger rail home from Lynchburg on to


14             Roanoke.  It ties into Amtrak.  But you did


15             a good, good job with that.


16                    And I must say the House had its


17             kickoff hearing right here in this same


18             room.  There were not nearly as many


19             members, committee members from the House.


20             So that's -- that's a feather in this


21             senate's cap.  You have -- you have a lot


22             more people here.  Unfortunately, we don't


23             have a larger crowd out here to greet you,


24             but thanks for showing up.
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 1                    SENATOR HOWELL:  Thank you.  We are


 2             doing everything we can think of.  And thank


 3             you for your, Mr. Cooper, for your


 4             additional comments on other groups to


 5             reach.  We know at least 60,000 e-mails have


 6             gone out about these meetings, at least


 7             60,000, and we keep trying to add on the


 8             list.  Now, that's state-wide.  I mean, it


 9             wasn't 60,000 people here, but at least


10             60,000 people who've sent e-mails about our


11             hearings.  We've notified the press.  It's


12             up on the General Assembly's website, and if


13             you have any other suggestions, especially


14             if they're free or nearly free, let us know.


15                    Does anyone else have comments?  Yes.


16                    MR. MACFARLAND:  Madam chairman, one


17             thing that might help the committee would be


18             if the staff would supply it with Judge


19             Richard C. Pattisall's brief that he wrote,


20             now about nine, eight or nine years ago,


21             that covers primarily contiguousness and


22             compactness.  It's very well written.  It


23             won't take you long to read, and frankly,


24             it's a good primmer.
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 1                    He had the case, that you may recall,


 2             that occurred down in Eastern Virginia, and


 3             I think it would be helpful to you as you


 4             approach that one component of the overall


 5             job.  That was all I had to say.


 6                    SENATOR HOWELL:  Great.  Thank you.


 7             Thank you.  Okay.  Anyone else?  Do you have


 8             anything?


 9                    MR. BELL:  I guess everybody here,


10             those that are here are all concerned about


11             losing representation.  It's in the back of


12             all of our minds.  But do you have anything


13             preliminarily about numbers as far as


14             districts -- one that hasn't been mentioned


15             to the press, are we expected to -- to add


16             or -- to either add a congressional seat or


17             lose a congressional seat?  Is either of


18             that -- are the numbers shifting state-wide


19             now?


20                    SENATOR HOWELL:  Let me refer you to


21             Mr. Cotter from the Legislative Services if


22             you don't mind.


23                    MR. COTTER:  In terms of the U.S.


24             Congress, based on what has been said so
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 1             far, which is not final, so it could change,


 2             but we are supposed -- Virginia is expected


 3             to stay at 11 seats.  And in terms of


 4             General Assembly districts, there are some


 5             data for 2009 estimates that are actually up


 6             on the redistricting website, if you look at


 7             the Drawing the Line, the first for Drawing


 8             the Line which is up on the Virginia


 9             redistricting website, it has some


10             preliminary numbers about where the


11             districts currently are and how -- how in


12             deviation they are with the population


13             numbers.


14                    MR. BELL:  Just an average size, do


15             you know an average size, Senate and the


16             House, what they need to increase by?


17                    MR. COTTER:  I can you tell you the


18             average size, what -- that -- based on


19             preliminary numbers, what they're -- what


20             the ideal is, what equality is.  I can give


21             you that.  But again, this is based on


22             estimated 2009.  So these numbers will end


23             up changing for Senate districts if the


24             ideal population is 197,277.  For
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 1             congressional districts, its ideal


 2             population is 717,370, and for House of


 3             Delegates district, the ideal district is


 4             78,911, and that's 2009 estimates.  So when


 5             we actually get the real numbers, that's


 6             going to change somewhat, but that's what we


 7             have right now.


 8                    MR. BELL:  So roughly 20th Senate


 9             District and eight -- eight -- I'm just


10             doing the math in my head, how much bigger


11             they are.  I guess the idea of how many


12             seats, kind of calculate how many seats in


13             the western part are considered likely to


14             shift to the glorious parts of Northern


15             Virginia.  That goes through a lot of


16             people's heads, what's going to happen as we


17             go long-term in the western part of the


18             state in concerns of representation.  I


19             mean, Senator Deeds has a lot of thought.


20                    SENATOR DEEDS:  If you look at what's


21             on the web, we are down a little bit in


22             Southwest Virginia.  From basically my area


23             west, we are down about half a district.  In


24             South Hampton Roads they are down a little
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 1             bit more than a half a district.  And Mark


 2             Herring and Chuck Colgan up in Prince


 3             William County, Loudoun County, are really


 4             represent -- they represent almost, between


 5             the two of them, they represent almost four


 6             districts.  The population is three and a


 7             half, four people.  So there's going --


 8             we're going to have to find a way to get a


 9             district up there, a new district up there.


10             We are just going to have to -- the


11             districts are going to get larger all over


12             the state.


13                    SENATOR MARTIN:  May I ask a question


14             to make sure you are -- the territory you


15             are talking about, from basically your area,


16             when you say west, you mean south to the --


17                    SENATOR DEEDS:  I mean from 29 west


18             to the -- to Southwest Virginia.


19                    SENATOR MARTIN:  And all the way --


20             and south to -- that leaves you about a


21             half --


22                    SENATOR DEEDS:  I think -- as you


23             look at the preliminary numbers from 2009 --


24             this is all speculation because it's based
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 1             on the 2009 numbers -- we are about half a


 2             district short from 29 west, and they are a


 3             little bit more than half a district short


 4             than South Hampton Roads.  The districts are


 5             going to have to get larger to accommodate


 6             population growth in Northern Virginia.


 7             That's just a fact of life.


 8                    Now, does that mean -- you know what,


 9             it doesn't look like we should lose any more


10             than South Hampton Roads should lose, but


11             the numbers, we won't get preliminary


12             numbers from the Census Bureau until the 1st


13             of February.  So anyone that is fooling with


14             maps right now is just fooling.


15                    SENATOR HOWELL:  Thank you for saying


16             that, because I'm concerned.  I hear, you


17             know, rumors that some people think that we


18             have already set the districts.  We don't


19             even have the basic numbers yet.  We have


20             not set any districts.  What you see in the


21             Drawing the Line, and it's on the -- on the


22             Web, is the best that we have got, and we


23             know it's inaccurate.


24                    MR. MACFARLAND:  My five-year-old
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 1             daughter with crayons would be able to


 2             volunteer for the job.


 3                    SENATOR HOWELL:  She may have the


 4             best plan.


 5                    Anyone else?  Yes, sir.


 6                    MR. WEBB:  There's -- there has been


 7             the talk about depopulation --


 8                    SENATOR HOWELL:  I'm sorry.  Could


 9             you identify yourself?


10                    MR. WEBB:  My name is Andrew Webb.  I


11             actually work here at this school.  That's


12             how I found out about this.  I got off work


13             at 7:00.


14                    But there's been talk about, in


15             certain corners, about what's going to


16             happen to the 9th District as far as its


17             need to incorporate new areas due to a


18             certain amount of population retraction in


19             that area.  Of course that's a very -- with


20             it being a very unique district, unique


21             culture -- need to put it bluntly.  There --


22             there is concern that as Northern Virginia


23             grows less and less, area that's


24             depopulating like that, will get less and
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 1             less representation.


 2                    What can be done or is being done to


 3             preserve the uniqueness of the district like


 4             that, and at the same time I would like to


 5             say that whatever gets done is done in the


 6             best interest of that district, and not


 7             based on the insistences of presumptive


 8             congressional candidates who continue to


 9             insist Salem won't be in the 9th, but --


10                    SENATOR HOWELL:  The courts are very,


11             very clear.  The districts have to be the


12             same size.


13                    SENATOR MARTIN:  Population.


14                    SENATOR HOWELL:  Excuse me.  The


15             population must be the same.  They are not


16             permitting variance at the congressional


17             level.  It's conceivable that you could --


18             if you tried -- if you are not exactly, and


19             I mean to the person, the same size, you are


20             going to be in court.  You may end up in


21             court anyway, but the courts have been very


22             clear that it is only in very unusual


23             circumstances would they allow a few or


24             maybe even a few hundred people in a
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 1             variation between congressional districts.


 2             They have said that over and over in court.


 3                    So whatever the numbers turn out,


 4             that is going to drive how much larger the


 5             9th District will be.  Now, you know, the


 6             converse of that is people often in the --


 7             in the areas with rapidly growing


 8             populations are underrepresented.  So that's


 9             why the courts are stepping in and will step


10             in.


11                    SENATOR DEEDS:  And, Madam Chair,


12             read Baker against Carr, 1964 Supreme Court


13             case, that's the foundation of all of this.


14             If the 2009 census figures or preliminary


15             figures are accurate, the 9th District will


16             grow.  It's just a question of where it


17             grows.


18                    SENATOR HOWELL:  This is much more


19             informal than I expected.  Thank you all


20             very much for discussing with us.  Did


21             anyone else have any comments?


22                    SENATOR EDWARDS:  Thank you for


23             coming to Roanoke.  Appreciate it.


24                    SENATOR HOWELL:  It's a lovely place
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 1             to come.  Thank you all very much for


 2             spending the evening with us.


 3


 4    (8:00 p.m.)
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 1                    C E R T I F I C A T E
 2     COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
 3     COUNTY OF ROANOKE
 4             I, Frank R. Austin, Notary Public in and for
 5    the Commonwealth of Virginia, at Large, do hereby
 6    certify that the foregoing proceeding was by me
 7    reduced to machine shorthand, afterwards transcribed
 8    by me by means of computer, and that to the best of
 9    my ability the foregoing is a true and correct
10    transcript of the proceedings.
11             I further certify that this proceeding was
12    taken at the time and place specified in the
13    foregoing caption.
14             I further certify that I am not a relative,
15    counsel or attorney for any party, or otherwise
16    interested in the outcome of this action.
17             IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my
18    hand at Roanoke, Virginia on the 22nd day of
19    November, 2010.
20
21
      _________________________________
22                                        FRANK R. AUSTIN
                                          NOTARY PUBLIC
23
        My Commission expires December 31, 2010.
24
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 1           The following is a transcript of the
   
 2  Redistricting Public Hearing that occurred on October
   
 3  27, 2010, 7:00 p.m., at Virginia Western Community
   
 4  College, Natural Science Center, 3102 Colonial
   
 5  Avenue, S.W., Roanoke, Virginia 24015 before the
   
 6  Redistricting Subcommittee of the Senate of Virginia
   
 7  Committee on Privileges and Elections.
   
 8           It was agreed that Frank R. Austin, RMR,
   
 9  Notary Public in and for the Commonwealth of
   
10  Virginia, at Large, would take said public hearing in
   
11  machine shorthand and transcribe the same to
   
12  typewriting by means of computer-aided transcription.
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 1                  SENATOR HOWELL: Good evening,
 2           everyone, and thank you for coming out for
 3           the first of our public hearings on
 4           redistricting.  I am Janet Howell.  I'm the
 5           chairman of the Privileges and Elections
 6           Committee of the Senate and chairman of this
 7           special subcommittee that is dealing with
 8           redistricting.  I represent part of Northern
 9           Virginia up near Tysons Corner.  That's how
10           people mostly can identify it.  It's a real
11           pleasure to be down here with you.
12                  I'm going to ask the various members
13           of the committee to introduce themselves,
14           and we'll start here, if I may.
15                  SENATOR WHIPPLE: I am Mary Margaret
16           Whipple.  I represent Senate District 31,
17           which is most of Arlington County, the City
18           of Falls Church and a small portion of
19           Eastern Fairfax County.
20                  SENATOR MCEACHIN: I'm Donald
21           McEachin.  I represent the 9th Senate
22           District which is Eastern Richmond,
23           including the capital, East Henrico and all
24           of Charles City County.
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 1                  SENATOR DEEDS: I am Creigh Deeds
 2           from Bath County.  I represent the 25th
 3           District, which is part of Buckingham, all
 4           of Nelson, most of -- most of Albemarle, all
 5           of Charlottesville, the City of Buena Vista,
 6           most of Rockbridge, all of Alleghany, City
 7           of Covington and Bath.
 8                  SENATOR BLEVINS: I am Harry Blevins.
 9           I represent the 14th District, and that
10           comprises most of Chesapeake, the largest
11           part of Chesapeake, and a small part of
12           Virginia Beach.
13                  SENATOR HOWELL: As you can tell, we
14           have come from all over the state to hear
15           what you would like us to do on
16           redistricting, but before we start, I see
17           two of my friends, former members of the
18           Senate, who are here, Granger MacFarland and
19           Brandon Bell.  Thank you both.  It's really
20           nice to see you again.
21                  MR. MACFARLAND: Thank you.  Nice to
22           see you-all.
23                  SENATOR HOWELL: I have a few
24           comments that I'd like to make to sort of
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 1           set the background for this evening, and
 2           then we will be asking for any comments,
 3           things you would like for us to know about
 4           what you would like us to do.
 5                  This is the first of four public
 6           meetings we are going to be having this year
 7           before the session starts.  We'll be having
 8           more after we get final data.  We are going
 9           all around the state to try and find out
10           what people would like us to be doing.
11                  The reason we are doing this is that
12           the Senate Privileges and Elections
13           Committee is charged with being the
14           committee that deals with redistricting.
15           The House, of course, also has a privileges
16           and elections committee, and they, I
17           believe, already had a meeting in this very
18           spot.
19                  The way that redistricting works is
20           that any member of the legislator can
21           introduce a bill that will have a
22           redistricting plan.  However, that bill must
23           go through the Privileges and Elections
24           Committee, and then it will be treated just
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 1           like any other bill.  It has to pass the
 2           Senate and the House and be signed by the
 3           Governor.  It could be amended.  It could be
 4           vetoed.  There are all the various
 5           possibilities that goes with any bill that
 6           comes before the legislator.
 7                  We think it's extremely important
 8           that we have public input.  We really need
 9           to know what you view as important
10           considerations for us, for example, what
11           communities of interest you would like to
12           have preserved in your region.  As we are
13           from all over the state, we might not know
14           that if you don't tell us.
15                  I'm sure you know what redistricting
16           is, but just to give a little background,
17           it's redrawing the boundaries of legislative
18           districts.  It's often incorrectly called
19           "reapportionment," and that's not what we
20           are talking about tonight.  We are talking
21           about the boundaries of legislative
22           districts.  It's done every ten years after
23           the national census, and it's designed to
24           reflect population shifts that have taken
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 1           place since the last census.  We are
 2           required by the U.S. Constitution to
 3           redistrict the U.S. Congressional Districts,
 4           and the Virginia Constitution requires us to
 5           do the Virginia Senate and House Districts.
 6           The General Assembly is responsible for both
 7           the Virginia Senate and House Districts and
 8           the U.S. House of Representative Districts.
 9           Localities, however, will be doing their own
10           redistricting.  We're not involved in that,
11           in that piece.
12                  The U.S. Supreme Court has held that
13           the Constitution requires "One Person, One
14           Vote."  Districts must be as equal and
15           practicable in population.  Districts with
16           slower growth or population loss must
17           expand.  Districts with faster growth must
18           shrink.  If not, population shifts would
19           dilute the vote of the persons in districts
20           with more people.
21                  Even though we do not have detailed
22           data from census yet, we do know that there
23           have been signature population shifts in
24           Virginia over the last decade.  Shifts in
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 1           any one district impact the other ones.
 2           It's inevitable.  My favorite or perhaps
 3           least favorite example of this is that ten
 4           years ago my district, the 32nd District,
 5           actually was within 330 votes of the perfect
 6           size, but because Northern Virginia had
 7           picked up additional population and seats,
 8           my district was shifted by 65,000 people.  I
 9           lost 65,000 people and I gained 65,000
10           people.  They were just different people.
11           And I think that's just illustrative of what
12           can be happening throughout, throughout the
13           state.
14                  As you know, last April 1st was the
15           census day when the population was
16           enumerated.  This coming December 31st we're
17           expecting to get official population counts
18           to the states from census, and then in
19           February or March, and not until then, we
20           will get the detailed population data we'll
21           use for redistricting and to draw the new
22           maps.
23                  Every state has to redistrict, but we
24           have to do it faster than anybody else.
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 1           Most states will actually have about a year
 2           and a half to redistrict.  Our time frame is
 3           very, very short, because all General
 4           Assembly members are running in 2011, and we
 5           must run in our new districts.  So -- and
 6           any redistricting plan that we enact must go
 7           through the Department of Justice for
 8           preclearance because we are a Chapter 5
 9           Voting Rights Act state.  The Department of
10           Justice has 60 days in which to decide if
11           our plan meets muster.  So primaries, which
12           usually would be held in June next year,
13           will be delayed.  We don't yet know until
14           when.  The Senate passed a bill last year
15           that would have put forward a specific date.
16           The House did not accept that and carried
17           over the bill.  So at this point we do not
18           know when primaries will be next year.  Ten
19           years ago they were held in August.  That
20           gives you some idea of what it might be.  It
21           could be September.  We don't know.
22                  We have to balance many legal
23           requirements.  We have to -- our
24           redistricting plans must comply with U.S.
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 1           and Virginia constitutions, state law and
 2           the Federal Voting Rights Act of 1965.  We
 3           have to comply with the "One Person, One
 4           Vote."  That's based on the U.S.
 5           Constitution.  The House of Representatives
 6           must have a very strict mathematical
 7           equality among the various districts.  One
 8           state had within 13 votes, and it was turned
 9           down.  So for the U.S. House of
10           Representatives, it has to be virtually
11           identically sized districts.  For General
12           Assembly districts, the courts have allowed
13           more variance than that.  But we have never
14           been given an exact number, so we don't know
15           what that is.
16                  Under the Virginia Constitution, our
17           districts have to be contiguous and compact,
18           and the Voting Rights Act prohibits
19           redistricting plans that would deny or
20           abridge the right to vote on account of
21           race, color or being in a language minority.
22                  We expect both the Senate and the
23           House P & E committees will adopt some
24           redistricting criteria relevant to that
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 1           particular body, but that has not happened
 2           yet.  I did want to mention that there's --
 3           I'm very aware a lot of interest in
 4           nonpartisan redistricting commissions.  The
 5           Senate passed bills for the last three
 6           years -- actually, they were Senator Deeds'
 7           bills -- on a bipartisan basis.
 8           Overwhelmingly, three years running, the
 9           Senate has passed those bills, and each time
10           they've been rejected by the House.  So
11           we're not going to be having nonpartisan
12           commissions.
13                  We also had hoped to have joint
14           hearings.  That's always been the way in the
15           past, but the House turned down our offer
16           for joint hearing, which is why I'm sorry
17           you have to be here two nights, but they
18           said no to us.
19                  There are handouts for you.  I hope
20           you have them.  I know I've thrown a lot of
21           information very quickly at you.  But there
22           is information for you to take home, and we
23           are really here to hear from you, and we are
24           eager to know what your advice to us is, and
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 1           I see three people have signed up so far.
 2           So that's great.  And I'll go in order.
 3           Actually, the first one is my husband, and
 4           he signed up by mistake.  So two people.  He
 5           might have advice for what Roanoke and
 6           Southwest should do, but if I were you, I
 7           wouldn't listen to it.
 8                  So the first one who signed up is
 9           Molly McClennan from the League of Women
10           Voters.  I think it says, "Southwest
11           Virginia."
12                  MS. MCCLENNAN: "Of Virginia."
13                  SENATOR HOWELL: "Of Virginia."
14                  MS. MCCLENNAN: Where would you like
15           me to speak from, Madam Chairman?
16                  SENATOR HOWELL: That's fine.
17                  MS. MCCLENNAN: Right where I am?
18                  SENATOR HOWELL: Everybody can hear
19           you.
20                  MS. MCCLENNAN: Good evening, Madam
21           Chairman and members of the Senate
22           Privileges and Election Committee.  My name
23           is Molly McClennan.  I am a member of the
24           Board of the League of Women Voters of
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 1           Virginia.  Thank you for scheduling these
 2           hearings at various locations across the
 3           state early in the process.  We are great
 4           supporters of transparency in government.
 5           Thus, we hope they're being taped and
 6           broadcasted or at least posted on the web so
 7           those who cannot attend physically can still
 8           participate.
 9                  Hearing citizen input about fairness
10           of the redistricting process prior to the
11           lines being drawn we hope will encourage you
12           to consider what you hear before a final
13           plan is voted upon.
14                  As many of you know, our president,
15           Olga Hernandez, in the early mornings of
16           Richmond has met with many groups on the
17           need to make the process of redistricting
18           more equitable.  The lead belief is that the
19           voters should choose their representatives
20           and not the other way around.  Thus, the
21           practice of incumbent protection should be
22           done at the ballot box and not by drawing
23           boundaries so safe that it favors one party
24           over the other.
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 1                  Commitment to the rules of the state
 2           constitution of contiguous borders,
 3           compactness of districts and representation
 4           in proportion to the population needs to be
 5           adhered to.  Consideration of communities of
 6           interest needs to be carefully observed.
 7                  Make no mistake.  We are aware that
 8           both parties have been guilty of partisan
 9           protection in the past.  That is why we
10           think there is no -- there has to be a
11           better way to serve the citizens of the
12           commonwealth and get more effective
13           governments.
14                  The League of Women Voters has a long
15           history of fighting against attacks on the
16           basis -- on the basic constitutional right
17           to fair and equal representation guaranteed
18           to all citizens by the Constitution.  The
19           League has worked vigorously in the
20           Commonwealth and across the country to
21           secure representative redistricting plans in
22           their states.  We are seeking reforms that
23           assure that the redistricting process is
24           nonpartisan, equitable and open.
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 1                  We understand that the current
 2           sharing of political power in the General
 3           Assembly provides a best opportunity for
 4           enactment of redistricting reform that we
 5           have had in recent decades or may have in
 6           the future, but it troubles us to hear the
 7           rumors that a backroom agreement has been
 8           reached between chambers to accept each
 9           other's plans, thus protecting incumbents
10           and perpetuating more polarization of
11           government.
12                  The current system in Virginia only
13           encourages partisan gerrymandering which
14           creates seats so politically askew that the
15           opposition has little chance of ever
16           exceeding the incumbent.  It subverts the
17           democratic system because it allows
18           politicians to choose their voters rather
19           than vice versa.  It limits the vetting of
20           new people with new ideas and solutions to
21           public policy issues.  Partisan
22           gerrymandering has fairly reduced the number
23           of competitive seats in Virginia.
24                  In 2007 Virginia Senate races -- in
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 1           the 2007 Virginia Senate races, incumbents
 2           of 17 of the 40 races had no opposition, and
 3           only nine races were competitive.  In the
 4           100 House of Delegate races, 30 -- I'm
 5           sorry -- 57 incumbents had no opposition and
 6           only 12 of 100 races were competitive.
 7                  In 2009 legislative elections, 32 of
 8           the 100 members of the General Assembly
 9           faced no opposition and only 12 races were
10           considered competitive.
11                  Voters feel that their representative
12           of the imposing party has no reason to
13           listen to them as constituents.  The lack of
14           contested and competitive districts has
15           contributed to a decreasing voter turnout in
16           Virginia.  The voter turnout for state-wide
17           and House of Delegates elections in 1997 was
18           49 and a half percent.  In 2001 it was 46
19           percent.  In 2005 it was only 45 percent.
20           The turnout in the 2003 House of Delegates
21           election, when there was no state-wide
22           races, was 31 percent.  The 52.7 percent
23           turnout in the 2006 heavily contested U.S.
24           senatorial election was a marked contrast to
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 1           the 39th percent turnout in 2002 when an
 2           incumbent U.S. senator was contested by only
 3           two well-known candidates.
 4                  Voter turnout for the 2009 general
 5           election showed a similar trend.  In
 6           contrast to the 74.5 percent turnout for the
 7           2008 presidential election, the turnout for
 8           the 2009 Virginia legislative election was
 9           40.4 percent, which was an improvement on
10           the 30.2 percent turnout in the 2007
11           elections, the lowest rate reported by the
12           State Board of Elections, going back to
13           1976.
14                  One of the most significant effects
15           of partisan gerrymandering in Virginia, as
16           elsewhere in the country, is its
17           contribution to the increasing polarization
18           of legislative bodies.  As quoted in the
19           League of Women Voters Virginia study Does
20           Your Vote Really Count, "With little reason
21           to fear voters, representatives increasingly
22           cater to party insiders and donors rather
23           than to the political center.  Bipartisan
24           compromise around modern policies takes a
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 1           back seat to party loyalty, resulting in
 2           historic levels of polarization."
 3                  This is certainly true of the
 4           Virginia General Assembly of recent years.
 5           The gerrymandering districts established in
 6           the 2001 redistricting have resulted in the
 7           election of candidates who are unwilling to
 8           compromise on legislation, the budget
 9           transportation issues and funding.  We are
10           encouraged that you are listening early
11           before you get the revealing consensus
12           numbers.  We ask that you work with the
13           House in good faith and in transparent ways
14           as you work through the process.  Input
15           should and can be taken by the Web, should
16           be posted so that the public can see the
17           process.  More hearings should be scheduled
18           once the legislation is drafted and maps are
19           proposed.
20                  Virginia is the cradle of democracy
21           in the United States.  Let's again be a
22           beacon of good government and show the
23           nation that by having a better system we can
24           and will have better government for and by
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 1           the people when they truly have a voice.
 2                  SENATOR HOWELL: In the beginning you
 3           mentioned that you would like it on the Web.
 4           I meant to say that we have Mr. Austin here,
 5           who's a court reporter, and everything
 6           that's said will be going up on the Web.
 7           Thank you.
 8                  We have two more members who have
 9           joined us, Senator Steve Martin and Senator
10           Ralph Smith, and I would just like to ask
11           them to describe their districts, or
12           geographically their districts.
13                  SENATOR MARTIN: I could do the lines
14           for you if you want.
15                  I represent the 11th Senate District,
16           which is most of the County of Chesterfield
17           and all the City of Colonial Heights.  I
18           previously chaired the Privileges and
19           Elections Committee back a few years ago.  I
20           have been through a couple of redistrictings
21           already, one in the House and then one in
22           the Senate.  This will be my third.
23                  SENATOR SMITH: Well, thank you.  I
24           am a member of the Privileges and Elections
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 1           Committee, but I'm not a member of this
 2           subcommittee.  Thank you for giving me a
 3           sign and a seat up front anyway.  So I am
 4           here to welcome all of you to my part of the
 5           commonwealth.  It's so good to have you.  I
 6           thank you for choosing to have your kickoff
 7           meeting here.  I represent Roanoke County,
 8           Montgomery County, the City of Salem, the
 9           City of Radford and Botetourt County.  I
10           thank all of you for coming out.
11                  SENATOR HOWELL: Thank you.  The next
12           person who signed up is Charles Jordan.  He
13           just walked out.
14                  Is there anyone else who would like
15           to make comments?  Yes, sir.  Well, we'll
16           give him a few minutes.  I think they're
17           trying to find Mr. -- you don't see him?
18           Okay.  Is there anyone else?
19                  MS. CREASY: Yes.  It seems to me --
20                  SENATOR HOWELL: I'm sorry.  If you
21           would give your name.
22                  MS. CREASY: Barbara Creasy.  I think
23           the reason I'm here is I was bothered ten
24           years ago.  It doesn't make rational sense.
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 1           I like what the lady from the league said.
 2           That's what we want.  We want something
 3           rational.  What -- I guess that's what I'm
 4           saying, is we really need the nonpartisan
 5           idea, please.
 6                  SENATOR HOWELL: Thank you.  Anyone
 7           else?
 8                  SENATOR MARTIN: May I ask a question
 9           because I came in a little late.  Did
10           you-all go over, for informational purpose,
11           let them know the requirements with regards
12           to redistricting and all that sort of thing?
13                  SENATOR HOWELL: Yes, we did.  Yeah,
14           we did.
15                  MS. CREASY: Do you anticipate
16           problems?  Is this going to be difficult to
17           get through?
18                  SENATOR HOWELL: You know, I am very
19           concerned about our tight time frame.  That
20           bothers me a lot, because we get the data
21           that we need -- census says we will be the
22           first state to get the data, but it might be
23           February.  It could be early March.  We have
24           to get the districts -- the -- the
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 1           legislation passed in time to go to the
 2           Department of Justice, which has, they said
 3           now, 60 days, and then we have to have
 4           running districts so people have time to,
 5           you know, to become candidates to run and so
 6           on.  So this time frame bothers me.
 7                  SENATOR MARTIN: And this -- push it
 8           back, and for the voters, they might, in
 9           fact, appreciate the fact that they have
10           shorter campaigns.  You shouldn't expect the
11           filing deadlines until mid August.  Then the
12           nomination is not until September, which
13           crunches up the, at best, maybe a general
14           election, like no more than seven weeks at
15           the most.  And so that part of it, you know,
16           the public will appreciate.  But getting it
17           through the Justice Department, got some
18           problems, have them react to it, what
19           happens then?  These are --
20                  MS. CREASY: Are you going to use
21           computer models at all?
22                  SENATOR HOWELL: Oh, yes.
23                  SENATOR MARTIN: Been doing that for
24           the last 20 years.
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 1                  SENATOR HOWELL: They have become
 2           very sophisticated.  The Division of
 3           Legislative Services is purchasing some of
 4           these programs for us.  They are being -- we
 5           have some of them here.  They're being
 6           trained on how to do it.  In addition, we
 7           are expecting a lot of participation, and
 8           I'm certainly encouraging it from the --
 9           from the public with sending your own plans
10           into us for us to look at.
11                  My theory is, the more plans we have
12           to look at, the better job we are going to
13           be able to do, because each of them will
14           have perhaps something that nobody else
15           thought of, but -- and there is a professor
16           at George Mason University -- his name, I
17           think, is Mike McDonald -- who is putting
18           out a free program that anybody can use, and
19           then it can -- you can forward to us then
20           whatever your plan is for us to consider.
21           So I think it's going to be the most open
22           process ever, just because technology is
23           going to make it much more transparent and
24           easy for people to participate.  My concern
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 1           as chairman is just how we get the job done
 2           in time.
 3                  SENATOR MARTIN: Madam Chairman, if I
 4           might comment, when you submit your
 5           suggestions to us, I mean, it's really easy
 6           to set, draw lines in your area as to what
 7           you'd like for them to be, like as if it can
 8           be done in a vacuum, but it's got to be done
 9           in relationship to the districts around us.
10           And when we get to West Virginia, we can't
11           go any further.  That's going to be it.  So
12           things almost have to really start in the
13           corner and work in to really get it to work,
14           and where we are when we get in the middle
15           is where we are when we get in the middle.
16           Then you have -- you do some adjusting,
17           sizing around.
18                  But beyond the constitutional
19           requirements of contiguity compactness and
20           communities of interest, with compactness, I
21           don't know that we have done -- well,
22           anyway, both parties, you can stretch that.
23           But we also have the issue of concerns
24           for -- for the Justice Department that's
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 1           going to certainly weigh in on that and give
 2           us guidance with regard to minority
 3           interests and that sort of thing.  So the
 4           question is how far, to what extent do you
 5           go to create a black influence district or a
 6           black, you know, majority district.  And we
 7           have had cases in the past on that.
 8                  I was looking yesterday, as a matter
 9           of fact, Madam Chairman, at the 3rd
10           Congressional District, and that not only
11           crosses bodies of water.  It actually stops
12           on a body of water and skips land and uses
13           the river bottom to go up the river some
14           miles before it picks back up.  And so
15           it's -- it, you know, how far do you go, and
16           that's already going through -- and that's
17           not being done as an attack.
18                  SENATOR MCEACHIN: Well, I'm just
19           going to make a comment.  To single out the
20           3rd Congressional District --
21                  SENATOR MARTIN: I wasn't trying to
22           do that.
23                  SENATOR MCEACHIN: I'm going to still
24           make my comment.  To single out the 3rd
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 1           Congressional District is a bit unfair
 2           because there are a number of districts that
 3           leapfrog over, over boundaries.
 4                  I was once -- I used to represent the
 5           74th House District, and during the last
 6           redistricting, they actually gave me a piece
 7           of Prince George County that was populated
 8           by no -- by rabbits and squirrels and no
 9           one.  So there are plenty of examples that
10           one can use, and there are lots of ways we
11           can do it better.
12                  SENATOR MARTIN: And I did not mean
13           -- Madam Chairman, the only reason I grabbed
14           that was because I happened to be looking at
15           that one yesterday and I said, "Boy."  But
16           yes, absolutely.  That's the reason I said
17           both parties, we have just stretched some
18           things just out there in order to try to
19           adhere to what the Justice Department tells
20           us we need to do.  So all of those things
21           have got to be taken into account when we do
22           it.
23                  So back to the original part of my
24           comment, when you give us some
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 1           recommendations specific for any particular
 2           area, then we -- it's not going to be able
 3           to be done in a vacuum is my point.  It's
 4           got to be done with all those other things
 5           and considerations.
 6                  SENATOR HOWELL: Well, let's see.
 7           Mr. Jordan, are you back?  Mr. Jordan, did
 8           you want to make some comments?  Thank you.
 9                  MR. JORDAN: Yes.  Let's see.  I just
10           found out about this hearing recently, so I
11           hadn't had a chance to finalize my comments,
12           and I hope to be able to submit them later
13           in the entirety.
14                  SENATOR HOWELL: Absolutely.
15                  MR. JORDAN: What I'd like to say,
16           first of all, I would recommend that
17           the committees follow some of the guidelines
18           and the standards that have been established
19           over the years by -- by various good
20           government groups and by the courts and so
21           on, first of all, the respective
22           communities, communities of interest,
23           whether ethic, environmental, demographic or
24           economic, keep planning districts together
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 1           to the extent practical and reasonable, keep
 2           districts contiguous for pedestrians,
 3           vehicular traffic and mass transit, run
 4           electoral district boundaries along county
 5           lines, respect counties and cities and
 6           boroughs and magisterial districts and
 7           neighborhoods to the extent possible, and
 8           where they have to be divided, give some
 9           preference to natural boundaries such as
10           rivers, mountain ridges, railroads,
11           highways, parkland and forest.
12                  Let's see.  Please avoid dividing
13           neighbors, including South Roanoke and
14           Lindenwood.  And please count -- to the
15           extent possible, count institutional
16           populations in people's home communities
17           where they, their families and their
18           neighbors vote.  Keep districts compact
19           rather than elongated or contorted.  Provide
20           each district a number and a name, based on
21           -- a name based on the character,
22           community's landmarks contained in the
23           district.
24                  Please avoid pitfalls that tend to
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 1           thwart democracy.  That would be preserving
 2           current districts so they would put us
 3           against population shifts, as they have had
 4           their day and must gave way to new districts
 5           that are now deserving.  You know, do not
 6           protect incumbent legislatives with eroding
 7           bases of support as their artificial tenure
 8           will only delay the passage of innovative
 9           legislation that we need in a changing
10           world.
11                  Please do not treat this as a
12           partisan game, because that's not what
13           matters to us as voters.  We have put our
14           interest in people, not parties, and we mix
15           them on our local governments and, you know,
16           they don't align along the traditional party
17           lines.
18                  Please keep the process open, invite,
19           facilitate and consider public input
20           throughout the process, invite public
21           comment on maps submitted by the public,
22           provide full public report, and if it
23           becomes clear that preference voting is off
24           in one of the districts, or that changes in
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 1           the local government boundaries or the state
 2           line would result in better representation,
 3           please report those facts, because although
 4           some -- there is some interests that may not
 5           want to see the information, the public
 6           deserves to know about any opportunity to
 7           improve government.
 8                  When you encounter problems, ask for
 9           help.  I'll gladly provide assistance, and
10           I'm sure there are many other experienced
11           volunteers who can be lined up across the
12           state.
13                  I suggest you verify information
14           because with the -- with the best available
15           sources.  For example, this book,
16           Redistricting Law 2010, by the National
17           Conference of State Legislators, says on
18           page 84 that Fairfax City has bailed out of
19           Section 4 of the Voting Rights Act, but on
20           page 97 it says Fairfax County has bailed
21           out.  So I can't tell whether it's the city
22           or the county.  And there is no source or
23           date provided in the document to document
24           these actions, and it is difficult to tell
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 1           which of either of locality is still subject
 2           to federal preclearance.
 3                  So I thank you for this opportunity,
 4           and I hope to submit my comments in a better
 5           arrangement at a future time.  Thank you.
 6                  SENATOR HOWELL: Thank you very much,


 7           and we are eager to receive them.  We are
 8           eager to receive your expanded comments.
 9                  MR. JORDAN: Thank you.
10                  SENATOR HOWELL: Do it by Internet if
11           you would like.  Okay.
12                  Sir, are you ready?
13                  MR. COOPER: Yes.
14                  SENATOR HOWELL: If you would
15           identify yourself.
16                  MR. COOPER: My name is Carl Cooper,
17           Roanoke City.  I would like to begin by
18           saying hello to Senator Smith, former mayor
19           of Roanoke City.  It's good to see you, sir.
20                  I too also only recently sort of was
21           noticed of this meeting, and I will be
22           revising and expanding my comments and
23           submitting them, too.
24                  I guess I would like to begin by
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 1           saying one of the main things I would like
 2           to see happen in this process is that the
 3           process is fair, but also -- but the main
 4           thing is some bipartisanship.
 5                  Sometimes for some light reading I'll
 6           go back and go over the Federalist Papers
 7           and see some of the back and forth that
 8           happened during the time when they were
 9           writing those documents and some of the
10           major issues that they had to confront, not
11           unlike what we have to confront today, and
12           I'm always struck by the civility and the
13           tone that was taken between people that
14           vehemently disagreed with each other on
15           policy positions.  It was phenomenal, the
16           courteousness and the ability that they had
17           to get along and to carry out public
18           business in a way that engendered confidence
19           from the public in that process, and then
20           the public hearing it out.
21                  So I would ask if -- if you guys
22           could find a way to have some
23           bipartisanship.  I know that behind closed
24           doors you are probably like great pals and,
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 1           you know, everything is fun, and by the time
 2           it gets to the press, there's a war going
 3           on.  But it's having an effect throughout
 4           the commonwealth, need I say throughout the
 5           country, and I would just say to each of
 6           you, because you are all fine, distinguished
 7           people who took an oath to protect and to
 8           serve and do the best for the commonwealth
 9           and for the country, and I would ask each of
10           you during those heated moments, when you
11           are really getting down to the nuts and
12           bolts of putting this together, to try to
13           keep that in mind.
14                  I will go on to say that the process
15           really does need to be rational.  I mean,
16           over the last three, four, three, four times
17           of this redistricting process, I mean, it's
18           almost like a winner-take-all, and the party
19           in power is the bully, and they get to do
20           pretty much what they want, draw it the way
21           they want, and it's like, "Oh, well, too
22           bad, minority party.  We are going to do it
23           the way that we want to."
24                  Well, I for one, and most citizens,
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 1           don't want it that way.  I mean, because as
 2           a society, as a state, as a country, we
 3           don't operate that way.  That's not how we
 4           operate.  When we have to do things out in
 5           the community, we rely on each other no
 6           matter what the situation is, and we expect
 7           the same thing from the legislator, for
 8           you-all to rely on each other, and so enough
 9           there.
10                  So I would also ask that you guys do
11           as much as you can to limit the -- limit
12           outside influences on the process.  I
13           believe that we know that, okay, Virginia is
14           going first.  We know that the presidential
15           elections are coming up.  We know that
16           Virginia gets looked at in a number of ways
17           for a number of reasons that has national
18           implications.  And I would just ask each of
19           you and ask your colleagues also to try to,
20           you know, keep those outside influences on
21           our process, on our commonwealth process,
22           and the things that are best for our
23           commonwealth, keep them at bay, okay, and
24           have everyone thinking about what is best
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 1           for the commonwealth.
 2                  And when we talk about what's best,
 3           one of the things that I would definitely
 4           want to see and ask you to ensure that
 5           communities of interest and the senator --
 6           Senator Maxwell?
 7                  SENATOR MARTIN: Martin.
 8                  MR. COOPER: Senator Martin brought
 9           up as an example black population and what
10           have you, and I would totally agree.  I
11           mean, that's something that needs to be
12           looked at, protected.  There's also some
13           mention about the bailouts, certain
14           localities that opted out of not the whole
15           Civil Rights Act, but that section on -- of
16           poling movements.  So I would ask that we
17           keep in mind -- that we keep in mind the --
18           the unique historical challenges of
19           populations of color in this commonwealth.
20                  For instance, in Roanoke City, which
21           has been characterized in the major press as
22           the most segregated city in the South,
23           roughly 80 percent, 85 percent, some would
24           even say 90 percent, of the population of
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 1           color lives in one quadrant of the city.  So
 2           if during this process somehow that was
 3           gerrymandered in a certain way, okay, that
 4           would be voting strength.  So I would ask
 5           the committee to be aware of those types of
 6           situations and ensure that the -- the voting
 7           strength -- and a lot of the voting strength
 8           has built up over decades, okay -- that
 9           voting strength be preserved, because even
10           where there is voting strength, especially
11           with populations of color and what have you,
12           it is -- the -- it does not approach the
13           majority voting strength, and so that needs
14           to be kept in mind also.
15                  The -- I agree that open access -- I
16           applaud the -- the legislator and this
17           committee for having these meetings.  I
18           think in ten years -- who knows what will
19           happen by then, but more advertising, a
20           little earlier and more places, and in more
21           places, the more -- more minority press, to
22           reach more people.
23                  Also, as this process goes forward,
24           making sure that our Latino brothers and
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 1           sisters and their populations also know
 2           about this process.  And therein also is
 3           a community that needs to be looked at
 4           and -- and kept in mind, because they have
 5           significant challenges, somewhat like the
 6           African American challenges, but they have
 7           some uniquely different ones that impact on
 8           redistricting and revision.  In my revision
 9           and extension of remarks I'll get more into
10           that.
11                  So with that, that's all I have.  And
12           I just thank you for listening, and I
13           appreciate you guys being here.
14                  SENATOR HOWELL: Thank you.  Those
15           were very helpful comments.
16                  MR. COOPER: Thank you.
17                  SENATOR HOWELL: Our colleague,
18           Senator John Edwards, has arrived.
19                  Thank you for coming.  I'm surprised
20           you are here.  I heard you had your own
21           meeting tonight on trains.
22                  SENATOR EDWARDS: I did.  I didn't
23           have this -- you know, we overlapped.  I had
24           a town meeting on rail passenger
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 1           transportation in Western Virginia, the
 2           Department of Rail and Transportation.  We
 3           had a very good meeting, had a huge crowd.
 4           I apologize for being late.  I was going to
 5           say this is so far from where I live.
 6                  UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Did you walk?
 7                  SENATOR EDWARDS: I live about a half
 8           a mile from here.
 9                  SENATOR SMITH: Madam Chair, if I may
10           comment.  All the people that should have
11           been here were over at John's.  It was a
12           tremendous crowd, a lot of energy to bring
13           passenger rail home from Lynchburg on to
14           Roanoke.  It ties into Amtrak.  But you did
15           a good, good job with that.
16                  And I must say the House had its
17           kickoff hearing right here in this same
18           room.  There were not nearly as many
19           members, committee members from the House.
20           So that's -- that's a feather in this
21           senate's cap.  You have -- you have a lot
22           more people here.  Unfortunately, we don't
23           have a larger crowd out here to greet you,
24           but thanks for showing up.
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 1                  SENATOR HOWELL: Thank you.  We are
 2           doing everything we can think of.  And thank
 3           you for your, Mr. Cooper, for your
 4           additional comments on other groups to
 5           reach.  We know at least 60,000 e-mails have
 6           gone out about these meetings, at least
 7           60,000, and we keep trying to add on the
 8           list.  Now, that's state-wide.  I mean, it
 9           wasn't 60,000 people here, but at least
10           60,000 people who've sent e-mails about our
11           hearings.  We've notified the press.  It's
12           up on the General Assembly's website, and if
13           you have any other suggestions, especially
14           if they're free or nearly free, let us know.
15                  Does anyone else have comments?  Yes.
16                  MR. MACFARLAND: Madam chairman, one
17           thing that might help the committee would be
18           if the staff would supply it with Judge
19           Richard C. Pattisall's brief that he wrote,
20           now about nine, eight or nine years ago,
21           that covers primarily contiguousness and
22           compactness.  It's very well written.  It
23           won't take you long to read, and frankly,
24           it's a good primmer.
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 1                  He had the case, that you may recall,
 2           that occurred down in Eastern Virginia, and
 3           I think it would be helpful to you as you
 4           approach that one component of the overall
 5           job.  That was all I had to say.
 6                  SENATOR HOWELL: Great.  Thank you.
 7           Thank you.  Okay.  Anyone else?  Do you have
 8           anything?
 9                  MR. BELL: I guess everybody here,
10           those that are here are all concerned about
11           losing representation.  It's in the back of
12           all of our minds.  But do you have anything
13           preliminarily about numbers as far as
14           districts -- one that hasn't been mentioned
15           to the press, are we expected to -- to add
16           or -- to either add a congressional seat or
17           lose a congressional seat?  Is either of
18           that -- are the numbers shifting state-wide
19           now?
20                  SENATOR HOWELL: Let me refer you to
21           Mr. Cotter from the Legislative Services if
22           you don't mind.
23                  MR. COTTER: In terms of the U.S.
24           Congress, based on what has been said so
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 1           far, which is not final, so it could change,
 2           but we are supposed -- Virginia is expected
 3           to stay at 11 seats.  And in terms of
 4           General Assembly districts, there are some
 5           data for 2009 estimates that are actually up
 6           on the redistricting website, if you look at
 7           the Drawing the Line, the first for Drawing
 8           the Line which is up on the Virginia
 9           redistricting website, it has some
10           preliminary numbers about where the
11           districts currently are and how -- how in
12           deviation they are with the population
13           numbers.
14                  MR. BELL: Just an average size, do
15           you know an average size, Senate and the
16           House, what they need to increase by?
17                  MR. COTTER: I can you tell you the
18           average size, what -- that -- based on
19           preliminary numbers, what they're -- what
20           the ideal is, what equality is.  I can give
21           you that.  But again, this is based on
22           estimated 2009.  So these numbers will end
23           up changing for Senate districts if the
24           ideal population is 197,277.  For
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 1           congressional districts, its ideal
 2           population is 717,370, and for House of
 3           Delegates district, the ideal district is
 4           78,911, and that's 2009 estimates.  So when
 5           we actually get the real numbers, that's
 6           going to change somewhat, but that's what we
 7           have right now.
 8                  MR. BELL: So roughly 20th Senate
 9           District and eight -- eight -- I'm just
10           doing the math in my head, how much bigger
11           they are.  I guess the idea of how many
12           seats, kind of calculate how many seats in
13           the western part are considered likely to
14           shift to the glorious parts of Northern
15           Virginia.  That goes through a lot of
16           people's heads, what's going to happen as we
17           go long-term in the western part of the
18           state in concerns of representation.  I
19           mean, Senator Deeds has a lot of thought.
20                  SENATOR DEEDS: If you look at what's
21           on the web, we are down a little bit in
22           Southwest Virginia.  From basically my area
23           west, we are down about half a district.  In
24           South Hampton Roads they are down a little
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 1           bit more than a half a district.  And Mark
 2           Herring and Chuck Colgan up in Prince
 3           William County, Loudoun County, are really
 4           represent -- they represent almost, between
 5           the two of them, they represent almost four
 6           districts.  The population is three and a
 7           half, four people.  So there's going --
 8           we're going to have to find a way to get a
 9           district up there, a new district up there.
10           We are just going to have to -- the
11           districts are going to get larger all over
12           the state.
13                  SENATOR MARTIN: May I ask a question
14           to make sure you are -- the territory you
15           are talking about, from basically your area,
16           when you say west, you mean south to the --
17                  SENATOR DEEDS: I mean from 29 west
18           to the -- to Southwest Virginia.
19                  SENATOR MARTIN: And all the way --
20           and south to -- that leaves you about a
21           half --
22                  SENATOR DEEDS: I think -- as you
23           look at the preliminary numbers from 2009 --
24           this is all speculation because it's based
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 1           on the 2009 numbers -- we are about half a
 2           district short from 29 west, and they are a
 3           little bit more than half a district short
 4           than South Hampton Roads.  The districts are
 5           going to have to get larger to accommodate
 6           population growth in Northern Virginia.
 7           That's just a fact of life.
 8                  Now, does that mean -- you know what,
 9           it doesn't look like we should lose any more
10           than South Hampton Roads should lose, but
11           the numbers, we won't get preliminary
12           numbers from the Census Bureau until the 1st
13           of February.  So anyone that is fooling with
14           maps right now is just fooling.
15                  SENATOR HOWELL: Thank you for saying
16           that, because I'm concerned.  I hear, you
17           know, rumors that some people think that we
18           have already set the districts.  We don't
19           even have the basic numbers yet.  We have
20           not set any districts.  What you see in the
21           Drawing the Line, and it's on the -- on the
22           Web, is the best that we have got, and we
23           know it's inaccurate.
24                  MR. MACFARLAND: My five-year-old
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 1           daughter with crayons would be able to
 2           volunteer for the job.
 3                  SENATOR HOWELL: She may have the
 4           best plan.
 5                  Anyone else?  Yes, sir.
 6                  MR. WEBB: There's -- there has been
 7           the talk about depopulation --
 8                  SENATOR HOWELL: I'm sorry.  Could
 9           you identify yourself?
10                  MR. WEBB: My name is Andrew Webb.  I
11           actually work here at this school.  That's
12           how I found out about this.  I got off work
13           at 7:00.
14                  But there's been talk about, in
15           certain corners, about what's going to
16           happen to the 9th District as far as its
17           need to incorporate new areas due to a
18           certain amount of population retraction in
19           that area.  Of course that's a very -- with
20           it being a very unique district, unique
21           culture -- need to put it bluntly.  There --
22           there is concern that as Northern Virginia
23           grows less and less, area that's
24           depopulating like that, will get less and
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 1           less representation.
 2                  What can be done or is being done to
 3           preserve the uniqueness of the district like
 4           that, and at the same time I would like to
 5           say that whatever gets done is done in the
 6           best interest of that district, and not
 7           based on the insistences of presumptive
 8           congressional candidates who continue to
 9           insist Salem won't be in the 9th, but --
10                  SENATOR HOWELL: The courts are very,
11           very clear.  The districts have to be the
12           same size.
13                  SENATOR MARTIN: Population.
14                  SENATOR HOWELL: Excuse me.  The
15           population must be the same.  They are not
16           permitting variance at the congressional
17           level.  It's conceivable that you could --
18           if you tried -- if you are not exactly, and
19           I mean to the person, the same size, you are
20           going to be in court.  You may end up in
21           court anyway, but the courts have been very
22           clear that it is only in very unusual
23           circumstances would they allow a few or
24           maybe even a few hundred people in a
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 1           variation between congressional districts.
 2           They have said that over and over in court.
 3                  So whatever the numbers turn out,
 4           that is going to drive how much larger the
 5           9th District will be.  Now, you know, the
 6           converse of that is people often in the --
 7           in the areas with rapidly growing
 8           populations are underrepresented.  So that's
 9           why the courts are stepping in and will step
10           in.
11                  SENATOR DEEDS: And, Madam Chair,
12           read Baker against Carr, 1964 Supreme Court
13           case, that's the foundation of all of this.
14           If the 2009 census figures or preliminary
15           figures are accurate, the 9th District will
16           grow.  It's just a question of where it
17           grows.
18                  SENATOR HOWELL: This is much more
19           informal than I expected.  Thank you all
20           very much for discussing with us.  Did
21           anyone else have any comments?
22                  SENATOR EDWARDS: Thank you for
23           coming to Roanoke.  Appreciate it.
24                  SENATOR HOWELL: It's a lovely place
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 1           to come.  Thank you all very much for
 2           spending the evening with us.
 3 
 4  (8:00 p.m.)
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 1                  C E R T I F I C A T E
   
 2   COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA
   
 3   COUNTY OF ROANOKE
   
 4           I, Frank R. Austin, Notary Public in and for
   
 5  the Commonwealth of Virginia, at Large, do hereby
   
 6  certify that the foregoing proceeding was by me
   
 7  reduced to machine shorthand, afterwards transcribed
   
 8  by me by means of computer, and that to the best of
   
 9  my ability the foregoing is a true and correct
   
10  transcript of the proceedings.
   
11           I further certify that this proceeding was
   
12  taken at the time and place specified in the
   
13  foregoing caption.
   
14           I further certify that I am not a relative,
   
15  counsel or attorney for any party, or otherwise
   
16  interested in the outcome of this action.
   
17           IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my
   
18  hand at Roanoke, Virginia on the 22nd day of
   
19  November, 2010.
   
20 
   
21 
    _________________________________
22                                      FRANK R. AUSTIN
                                        NOTARY PUBLIC
23 
      My Commission expires December 31, 2010.
24 
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